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here are a lot of changes taking place

T

with

this

spring's

graduation

ceremony. First, the ceremony has

"outgrown

the fieldhouse"

and . moved

downtown to the VanAndel Arena. Graduates
. are given eight tickets for guests instead of four,
which brings the attendance rate to 13.000 from
7,000 in the audience.
There will also be four single-file lines in the
processional,compared to the previous doublefile single line. The lines will march according
to the students' school or division, choosing
from: Science and Math; Social Sciences; Ans
and Humanities and Seidman School of
Business; and Social Work, Nursing and
Education.
The Grand RapidsSymphony will perform.as
will Grand Valley's band. There will also be a
Jjght show, all to mark the 30-year anniversary
of Spring Commencement.
The ceremony will be Saturday,April 26 at IO
a.m. Graduates can pick up their tickets. caps
and gowns, and other necessities at UBS
KatesaWalkerputs the finishingtoucheson her Bachelor'sDegreeInHealthSciences

Bookstore in Kirkhof through April I I.

Photo by Jennifer Seek

Recyclingat GVSUSeidmanreceives accreditation
BY LARRYS. WAGNER

becoming habit-forming
Plant Servicesprogramcontinues to expand, but needs
morehelpfrom students and
administration

STAFFWRITER

'The faculty and administration wanted
start this program," said Garcia, who
appointed Edwards to specifically oversee
the campus recycling effon. "It started out
small, but eventually it grew bigger, and
we've expanded it into many more things
BY C.D. BURGE
in every building on campus."
SPORTS EDITOR
All of the academic buildings at GVSU
now house up to five different bins for
n 1988, Grand Valley's Plant Services recycling. Newspaper, office paper, glass,
workers collected 33 tons of recycled plastic, and even batteries have receptacles
paper.
for easy disposal for students and faculty
Today, they collect that much in six alike.
weeks.
Corrugated cardboard has two drop
Over 160 tons of paper are collected by spots, one behind the commons. and one at
Dave Edwards and his seven student the end of the Plant Services drive.
workers each year, and that doesn't even
Despite all of the efforts by Garcia and
mention the glass, plastic, and cardboard Edwards, there is still much that can be
that are picked up each year.
improved.
The program has built up significantly
"We still see 60 percent of all the paper
since the inception of the plan, which was in our regular trash bins." said Garcia, who
put forth by then-Plant Services has taken garbage audits for studying the
Supervisor Bob Whitaker and current trend. "We really need people to be more
Supervisor Sec Garcia. Although the conscious of where they throw things
program's funding comes straight out of away. Every hall and building has a
the Plant Services budget, it has managed
See RECYCLE, page 4
to stay alive.
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NEW SEMINARTO MEETON
CAPITALHILL, PAGE 5
ANALYSIS OF ALCOHOLPOISONING AT GVSU, PAGE6.
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Emery Turner. Seidman School of
Business Dean. said
that
this
accreditation means a lot to the business
school and to the university.
'This is important because this is the
highest level of accreditation a business
school can receive," Turner said.
According to Turner, the AACSB is the
major accrediting body for business
education in the United States and
intemationaJly.
'There are about 1200business schools
in the United States, only 300 of them
have the distinction of being accredited
by this organization."
Turner also said that GVSU's
accounting program is expected to
receive its own special accreditation from
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INTERNETROMANCES,
PAGE 2.

rand YaJley Stale University's
Seidman School of Business is
now considered to be one of the
finest in the nation, thanks to a new
accreditation given it by The American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB).

the AACSB during the month of April.
Grand Valley will join Michigan State
University, Western Michigan University.
and Central Michigan University as the
only schools in Michigan to have their
accounting programs recognized.
"Accreditation for the Seidman School
has been a long term goal, " said GVSU
President Arend
Lubbers . "This
recognition is a confirmation of the
historic quality of the Seidman School's
faculty. staff. and students."
According to Turner. the school hopes
to be able to attract more international
students as well as more students from
the region.
He says that while the accreditation
probably won't bring any additional
funding of the business school of the
university. it may result in additional
sources of income from outside sources.
" I think the administration ha~ been
very supportive in providing the means
for us to receive the accreditation. they
wanted the business school to have it. 1
think the accreditation will open the door
to more outside funding from businesses
and research grants which are only given
to schools with this accreditation."
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Mixedfeelingssurround
ideaof personal
confrqntation
after
Internetmeetings
BY AMIEMn.LION
NEWSEDITOR

hen Senior Brandy
Luongo's mother sent
her daughter to
college at Grand Valley, she
probably didn't expect her
daughter to call one day in
November to tell her about a
recenttrip to New Jersey. In fact,
she didn't know about it until
afterthe facL
"She freaked out - she was
really angry," Luongo said,
addingthat it was the danger of
the situation that was the
motivating factor behind her
mother•s reaction.
Luongo, who is currently a
sophomore majoring in Public
Relations, was a 17-year-old
collegefreshmanliving in DeVos
Living Center, when a friend
introducedher to the concept of
the Internet and chat rooms. It

W

was in the chat roomAtlantisthat years," Luongo said. "But if I Sue Korzniekhas mix~ feelings ''.playing" with his brother's edidn't do it, I wouldalwaysthink about the concept of people mail accountat Central Michigan
she met him.
meeting· in person after only University. It was during this
Since there is sometime~ aboutit."
backthreeweeks . .previously engaging in. textual time that he met Kris Williams, a
nothing better to do, and sin.ce Luongo_\Vent
· ..~_i)·:\_;.-,.:
.:·
interactions.
Central student and a native of
there is 24-hoiJraccess to the
·, '. . !~re·s ·a good storyfor every Jackson~Michigan.
Internet and to e-matl in the
"i · :'·
· 't,ad
· story," said Korzniek. "I
dorms, a lot of students, · .
For the next three months,until
particularly freshmen, go..·'·' ··
· ·· ,, .thinlci_t dejxmdson the level
Lux
came home for SpringBreak
·' ·\ of maturity of the people;
through a stage of Internet ·'!
and
they
met in person, the two
·-,, .high school kids may get
exploration,said Luongo. ,. '
communicated
by phone.
"We had a lot in · ·
.> themselvesinto trouble."
·/:· _Korzniek suggests
common. He was just a ..
''We still say meeting was the
really cool person,and ,:
. :that anyone interested stupidestthing we could've done.
· if he lived in the same ·
· in meetingsomeonebe We are completely against the
state, it might have :
. extra cautious and to con~pt," Lux said, adding that
worked out," she said: ..
go with a group of ·his parentsdidn't kriowaboutthe
"He.spokefrench;wha{ '.
,,,,, people.
situation until he came back
can I say?"
}l/!'f
"Some
(situations)do home again and the relationship
.
After three months of ·
.'/ · · work out," she said "It looked .like it c(?uld get more
exchanging phone calls, : .
-",'., can't be any worse than a · serious
than
originally
letters, pictures, and .\
· dating service."
aniticipated.
engaging in other chats ,
·Tim Lux, who is the media
Lux graduatedfrom GVSU la~r
courtesy of technology, his .·
Production assistant for Grand
December,
the same time that
travel-agent moth.er got
Valley
University
Williams
graduated
fromCentral.
Communications,didn't
Luongo a round-trip TimLuxmethisifiitae -KifiWIHlam1over
the
Williams
is
currently
teachingin
expect to meet the
plane ticket to New InternetIn 1993.
Photocourt9Syot TimLux
the
city
of
Dundee.
Jersey for only $100.
woman he would marry
"It was the stupidest
over a computerscreen.
"Meeting her wasn't what I
thing I've ever done in my life!It later.
Lux, who is from Grand
expected;
but it never really is,"
was definitelyan experienceand
Like most . people, Academic Rapids,-came home for winter
said Lux. "I smileda lot "
I'm glad I did it, but I would Systems Manager for Grand break from the University of
never do it again in a million Valley's InformationTechnology Missouri in 1993, and started
The two will be married
September20 of this year.
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:stu ':~ent
s·enate
E]e_ction

R:e;sults
.

.
thosestudeptswho were
.

elected-to.serve on
Stude:,itSenatefor the
J997::9s sclioolyear. The
namesarefollowed by
,· the numbe,.ojvotes
qttainedby eachsenator.

i. Victor Cardenas·
232
2. AprHBugarin
185
3. JosephHunter

173
-4. TomeccaSloane
163
5. Jason Black

, 154
6. Zach Brevls
148
7. Aimee Haun
146
8. Rob LaGrou
146
9. CoreyMosely
137

1O.JonanthanWard
137
11. Scott Price

135
12. KellieHale

132_
13. DavinaWithers
129

14. Kerry Borowski
119

15. DaveChrystan
119
16. Abbey Flynn
114
17. Richard Rossow
113
18. Jerry Howard II

106
19. Charmion Hines
102
20. John Derbln

101
21. Elizabeth Goralski
99
22. Valentyna Scherbey
94
23. Jacqueline Villegas

93
24. Alicia Krause

89
25. AlexisMoore

75
26. Stephanie·Osborne
71
27. ShawnHaff

62
28. JessicaWIimot
55
29. MitchellAllen
48
30. AndrewWlodyga
47

Sena't :e -h;ea.rs
aUoC:a1:i011
appeals
8YAMJ:Et4nLION
NEWSEDITOR

tudent
Senate
heard
allocation ~ppealsfrom the
following .
student
organizations at th6ir last
meeting on Thursday, March 27:
Pre-MedicalSciences;Soil-and
Water Conservation Society;
Crossroads; Major Campus
Activities (MCA); ~ TertuUa;
Hockey Club; Sound Spectrum;
and the Math and Statistics Club.
A representativefrom the GVSU
ShootingTeamwas in attendance
to thank Senate for the
allocations the team was granted.
Executive V.P. Angela Gray,
who headed the President's Ball
Committee, was pleased with the
tum out for the event, as all 110
people who bought ti~ketsfor the
dinner attended. Provost Glenn
Niemeyer was honored during

S

this time.Around500-700people
packed the dancefloor during the
free dancethat startedat 9 p.m.
Community Affairs reported
that there were not enough
housing surveys ban~ in to
make major impact. .
Lobbying for an increase in
state . appropriatio_ns for Grand
Valley will _be .on Thursday,May.
I. The_ Michigan Sena_te of
Higher EducationAppropriations
will be having a meeting on this
date and will hear what students
have to say.
Also in PoliticalActions news,
the Political Actions.Committee·
received . four awards of
recognition for their work this
semester.
Student Resources made a
"semi-movement" to suspend
V.P.of Public RelationsLesleigh
Mesack.

a

.;Senatorof the:Week:

·Alicia-Krause
AIIOO,itions
Committee
,·,Alicia was a major factor
in the success of the
recent President's Bair'
-Victor C~denas,
Student ~esource '.'
Chairperson

Student senators get ready for 1997-98 school year
BY DAVID YONKMAN
ENTERTAINMENT
EDITOR

·1

0

J
c_____
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Students
stick with
year-long
scheduling

sumµier."
throughout the campus.
Aaron Hubner, chair of the
Jessica Wilmot, returning
Political Actions Committee, student senator, wants to stay on
gave out candy one year.
the senate allocations committee
"It
certainly
worked
for
him,"
Student senator Rick Rossow
and get more money allocated to
feels he has a lot to offer senate said Rossow."He was elected."
student groups at the beginning
No returning senator can work of the budgetingprocess.
next year. "I've worked with the
She feels her personal skills
administration and committees," the election tables which were set
BY DAVID YONKMAN
said Rossow, "And I think I'm up around campus. And as most will help her do her job well.
ENTERTAJNMEIIIT
EDITOR
pretty good at motivating senators on the ballot were on "I'm really good at finding out
people."
senate through the '96-97 school who's in charge of things," said
roi:osal A passed on this
Rossow, along with 29 other year, they had a problem finding Wilmot.
week's Student Senate
"I'm good with paperwork and
student senators were voted in to people for the job.
ballot by three votes.
office by fellow students March
"We actually called up a learning all the rules, I could
The proposal regarded the
25-27 for the 1997-98 school retirement home and were asking quote you the (senate) by-laws,
year.
for senior citi:zensto come and especially for the allocations collapse of student fees, minus
course fees, into regular tuition,
The new senators began the manthe tables," said Rossow.
committee."
The proposal now goes to the
Now that senatorsfor the 1997process when the current senate
Jonathan
Ward,
student
Board
of Control to be voted on.
made election packets available 98 school year were voted in to senator, recently finished a
If
the
Board of Control passes
on Feb, IO, 1997,
office, they have to. meet three survey of students regarding
the
referendum,
all student fees,
Aspiring senators first had to times before the '97 winter Allendale businesses and is
minus course fees, could be
get 50 signatures from other semester ends.
anxious to act on the results.
Jim Class, the currentpresident
students and were asked in the
Students said they want a 24- included in tuition; including the
election packet to write a of student senate will chair the hour restaurant, a hoteVmotel, Student Life fee, Transportation
platform statement explaining first two meetings.
and a full-servicebank. "I will be Improvement fee, Technology
what they want to accomplish
1be first meetingthis year is on working with James Beeland, the fee, and the Facilities fee.
The fees last semester were
while on senate.
Allendale Supervisor, to try and
April 3rd.
$20,
$15, ~3 per credit hour. and
"You'll find that what a lot of
During the 1996-97 senate's attract those businesses to the
$5
per
credit hour; respectively.
people who are running will say new business part of their area," said Ward.
Students
passed the second
is, 'I believe that senate needs to agenda, the senate elect will be
He served one year on the
proposal
on
the student senate
get to the student body a little bit announced,
Political Actions Committee and
ballot,
Proposal
B, by 64% .
better,'" said Rossow.
1be senate elect will take the would like to serve at least one
Year-long scheduling will
"When you're on senate you)-e table for a brief time andanybody more.
going to realize that they are that wasn't re-elected leaves,
"I've seen how allocations to remain as is.
"There were some membersof
doing about as much as they except for Jim Class.
student organizationsgo and I've
conceivably can. Students just
Open nominationsfor the '97- seen some of the glitches," said the senate who wanted to see if
don't have an interest in reaching 98 senate president, executive Ward. "We have to make things students liked semester-long
back."
vice president, andthe five chair fair to everyone. We can't give scheduling more (than yearThey were also asked to write pasitions will then take place.
one group a free ride and expect round) and that is why I put it on
about how they felt on the two
During the second meeting on another group to do fund-raisers." the referendum," said Jim Class,
referendums Posedon the ballot, April IO,the senateelect takes up
Rossow feels most student president of student senate.
The History of the Student
which were the collapse of much more time in the senate senators aren't as motivated as
Fee:
Life
student fees, and returning to a meeting.
they should be. "You've got a few
The Student Life fee was put
semester-by-semester
When the senate elect takes the different classes of people in this
into place by unanimous vote of
registration rather than the table, the non-returningsenators world," said Rossow.
current
year-round
class leave.
They
then
have
"You've got talkers ...you've the Board of Control in the
scheduling.
nominationsand elections,which got way to many talkers. You've summer semester of 1989 ~
"I believe there's never been a includes speeches, for the seven got doers ...you don't have way to step over the tuition cap
referendum on the ballot before," chair positions.
enough doers. And you've got set on universitiesby the State of
said Rossow. "Our senate's the
who
don't
do Michigan.
They go through the election people
'The governor has caps he can
first one to ever try it."
process and Dean of Students, anything...that's the biggest
play
with...he'II say, 'You can
Once candidates handed in Bart Merkle,counts thevotes.
group.
only
raise
tuition I percent, but if
their packets to the Student Life
On the April 17, the new senate
"I try to be a little bit of each of
you
have
fees, you can raise
office, they began their presidenttakesthegavel.
the two good ones. I do a lot of
campaign.
'This year I want to try and put talking and I like to think that I them 2 percent,"' said Roben
Fletcher, Vice Provost of
Candidates cando a number of some business on for the new do stuff too."
Academic Affairs.
things to campaign.
senate," said Rossow, "I want to
Amie Haun, student senator, have them vote on something
See PROPOSALS,page 7
and Rossow put posters up before they go away for the
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efforts.
''We try to, make recycling
RECYCLE, ·from pqe 1
.ayailabJeto everyonewhenthey
need it," noJe(IGarcia. ''We can
statio11
for ~ycling."
even provide· bins for (acuity
The ·;biggest problems can and staff when they clean out
when noncllalantstudents their offices."
or faculty contamioatethe bins
Availability has increased
with a coffee cup or other with the new blue paper
bins;garb~e.
Atcordingto_F.dwards,
wbicb have populated the
onecoffeecup candamage half campus balls. These bins are
a binQfpaper.
·
thinner,and less salient "People
The paper
.that is recycled is really
don't want to see them
. put to good use. Instead . of out in the way," said Edwards.
payingmoney to b~veit thrown · "We like bow the blue bins are
into a landfili, the university working; they aren't · as
makes money by selling it · to noticeable."
WaldorfPaper Company,where
Future plans for the recycling
they use it for newspapersand
effon don't intendto stop at the
otherpulp print
Allendale campus. Expansion
"We're not putting it into .a into the new Hollandcampusis
landfill,so that's saving money in the works,- ~ well as
right there," said Garcia. Muskegonand EberhardCenter.
"Besides,it's the right thing to Eberhard already bas paper
do."
recycling.
Edwardsand bis crew also try
For thefuture,Garciasees the
to minimize the overflow and challenge as one of ma.king
easeof.~cycling. ."We pick up recycling
an
everyday
every building three times a occunence.
week," Edwards said, "and we
"When we started this
log bow much we talce away."
program, recycling was · ·
There are also many projects special," said Garcia. ''People
that go unnoticed. When just have to be remindedof all
studentsleave campus housing, these things they can recycle.
Garcia makes recycling Anyone can call us at any time
availableto the students.
if they have questions or
Cans of food,clothing,paper, suggestions,and any ideas."
and other donateableitems are
"It's gotten so automatic,that
collected every spring. Last peopledon't eventhink aboutit.
year,565 pounds of clothes and We want recyclingto be a habit,
over 500 pounds of food were not an option."
collected. ·These were donated
to Love, Inc., and their outreach

arise

Mealcard balanceswill-not ·be refunded
EDITOR'S
NO'J'E:
_INJURMATION
WASPROVIDEDBYFOOD
SERVI<:a.

lthough the semester is
windingdown to an end,
meal card balances
remain high, and cannot be
carried over .into the fall
semester.
Students who carry balances
higher than what they need
through the end of the semester
shouldbe aware that their money
is non-refundableafter April 25.
Food Service offers several
options to studentswho wish to
spend their remaining balances
beforethe end of the semester:

A

• Duringthe last week of the
semester,you canshop at the
GeneralStoreat the Laker
Buffetfor bulk food items
such as cereal,chips, and
pop.

• Treatyour friends
to a casual,fine dining
experienceat The
Meadows.Decliningmeal
card balancesare accepted
there.
• Buy some2 Jitersof pop from
Louie's at Kleiner.
Seethe
managerfor details.

second floor of the Commons
for furtherdetails.
• If you are stayingthroughthe
summer,50 percentof your
balancecan be rolledover to
the summer semester.
However,these fundsare
availableonly throughthe

summer.
If you aren't staying through
the summer, but know someone
who is, ,you can transfer your
money to their meal card, and
have them reimburse you with
cash.
• Transfersomeof your
outstandingbalanceto a
If none of these options are
friendwho may have too low feasible, students should see the
of a balanceto make it for the Laker Buffet managerfor further
next few weeks.In return,they assistance. with your meal card
can reimburseyou with cash. balance.Contact Deb, John or
Kay at 895-3435or 895-3008for
Studentsmust go to the
CampusDiningOfficeon the more infonnation.
• Throwa piua party for your
friendswithpizzas from
Louie's
at Kleiner,but have your
friendsreimburseyou.

Teamworkis the fuel that
allowscommonpeopleto
produceuncommonresults.
Join our team. Apply at 100 Commons,Allendale campus. The
Lanthom is acceptingapplications for the following_positions
for next year.
Interviewswill begin April 9 and will continue untir all positions are
filled. Goodpay. Friendly co-workers.Plenty of 9n-the-jobtraining.
Artsand EntertainmentEditor
Createand maintain campus entertainment calendar, write profiles, features and
reviews. 15 hours per week.

Qunpus LifeEditor

.

. ..

Write profiles and features about campus lifestyles and club acllVIties. 15 hours
per week.

Lanthom Online Editor
Work with editor in chief to develop and maintain the weekly online edition of
the newspaper . Web page experience a must. Must be availaole Wednesdays . 10
hours per week.

Theseare the recydlngbinsthat are placed
strategicallythroupout campusthat are constantly
hopingyou will choose them to dumpyourtrashInto
photo by J8flnifer S8Ck

ManagingEditor
Assist section editors in meeting content objectives. Assist with editorial and
design planning. 18 hours per week.

News Editor
Cover various news beats (i.e. student and faculty senate, board of control) and
campus breaking news , crime . etc. 15 hours per week.

PhotoEditor

Responsible for photo archives , weeklyassignments, fihn developing, photo
pages . Must have knowledge of Photoshop and digital processes. 15 hours per
week.

Sports Editor
Cover all campus sports and related activities with profiles, features and breaking
news stories . 15 hours per week.

Editorial Layout

·

We need two people with an interest in electronic page layout and design. One
person must direct layout. QuarkXPress experience a must. up to 20 hours per
week..

AdvertisingLayout
We need two people with an interest in advertising design . Computer skills a
must . up to 20 hours per week.

Circulation
We need two reliable people to pick up newspaper from printer and deliver to
over 40 drops on campus Wednesday evenings. Must have car.

Receptionists
We need several people to work the main desk, answer the phone and assi st witl1
classified ads. 40bours total.

TheLanthom is an equal opportunityemployer
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Briefly--

-Crewdedicates bQatto .Seegers
BY C.D. BURGE

(former GVSU President) James
on Thursday, April 3, the
Zumberge left, the Seegers took
Minority Teachers Education
over supponing the Crew." ·
Center will be sponsoring a
Book & Bake Sale in the
Over the years, the Seegers
Foodcourt and in ·the Kirkhof
have hired the Crew membersfor
Lobby.Theywillbe sellingused
their annual Rent-A-Rower
books at great prices from 11
campaign, which helps the team
raise money. They have also · a.m. - 2 p.m.
helped promote the Crew during
"Living with Grief: When
faculty gatherin~sand events.
Illness is Prolonged,"a live-viaTo Wilhelm Seeger, the honor
satelJite
·national
video
was significant.
teleconference
focusing
on
"It's certainly an honor," said
"grief
and
bereavement
issues
Seeger, a German professor.
associated with prolonged ·
"They gave us the optionto name
illness,"will be aired at Hospice
the boat, and my wife came up
of
Grand Rapids on Wednesday,
with the name. It fit b<>thof us
April
16 at St. Joseph Center,
into the title."
600
Burton
SE in Grand Rapids.
The Seegers were honored
The conference will be
already with the Seeger
Camp Sun Deer, a free camp
moderatedby Cokie Roberts of
Scholarship Fund, which was
for
kids with asthmaages 9-12,
ABC News and will include a
also set up by students.The boat
is
looking
for volunteers for
panel of nationally renowned
plans to be a fixture in the Crew
their
June
22-28 session
. experts.For info, call 454-1426.
for years to come.
"You really want to support
these kids,...said Seeger. "We've
had many of them in our classes.
and they're usually good people
and bright students.The fact thatthey did this is really nice
because it was done by students;
that's why we're ~"

SroRTS EDITOR

o kick off the new Spring
season for the Grand
Valley Crew, GVSU
President Arend Lubbers gave
the team·a new boat.
Sinre there already wasa boat
named after the President, the
Crew decided to give that
opportunityto two of its biggest
supporters, Dean of Academic.
Resources Mary and Professor
WilhelmSeeger.
The named the new boat
Seeger2.
The Seegers, who have been
teaching at Grand Valley since
1965, were two of the original
facultypresent when the first two
sports, crew and soccer, were
introduced'o r'1euniversityin the
mid-60's.
According . to current Crew
PresidentDave George, it was an
el!Sychoice to make.
"They've been around the
school for such a long time, and
have
supported
crew
throughout,"said George. "When

T

NewGVSUseminar
to m·eet on CapitolHill
BY HOLLY SPRAKER
STAf'FWRITER

new seminar titled,
"Politics and Education,"
offered by Grand Valley
for area school administrators
and teacherswill meet on Capitol
Hill in June for a one-week
sessionon politicsand education.
Taking place from June 22-27.
the seminar will examine the
impactof the federal government
on educationat both the state and
local level. West Michigan's
representativesVem Ehlers and
Pete Hoekstra and Senator Carl
Levin will be present at the
seminar. Area teachers and
administratorswi11not only meet
these men, but will also have the
visit the
opportunity to
Department of Education, the
Senate,
House
of
Representatives, Supreme Court.
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Volunteer to
help kids with
severe asthma
enjoy camp.
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Southfield, MI 48075
(810) 559-5100
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qua.lifications .

Make the
Sun Shine!
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YOUR SklLLS

We are recruiting students
who will graduate in 1997
and 1998 for volunteer
positions in Education. Environment.
Agriculture. Business. Health. Youth
Development. and other areas.

outside of Battle Creek.
Volunteersmust be 18 or older.
For those interested in
registering their kids in the
camp,
which
includes
professional medical staff onhand at all times, registration
applications must be completed
and received by May 2. For
more information on either
opportunity,call (810)559-5100
or (800) LUNG-USA.

~

White House, and the Heritage
Foundation.
Lawrence Schlack, retired
professorof educationat Western
Michigan University, will lead
the seminar for his 15th
consecutiveyear. However.this
year is the first time the seminar
is offered by Grand Valley.
Graduate students may also
participatein the seminar as part
of a three-credit graduate-level
course which includes two
sessions in Grand Rapids
beginning May 2. The sessions
must be completed before the
June trip to Washington,D.C.
With registration beginning
in mid-March, those interested
can call 616-895-50IOto register.
Furtherinformationregardingthe
seminar is availableupon calling
GVSU's Advanced Studies in
Education office at 616-7716650.

PEACE CORPS
NEEDS

Fonner Michiganstate official
Pete Petoskey is working on
changing the state bird from the
robin to the chickadee,because
the robin leaves in the winter
and the chickadee stays.
Particular focus is being put on
the black-cappedchickadeewho
hangs out at bird feeders.
'"The robin has been in office
for more than 60 years," said
Petoskey. "If we're going to
have term limits for politicians,
why shouldn't we have
somethinglike it for birds?"
The Iron County Board of
Commissioners has passed a
pro-chickadee resolution that
will be forwarded to ot~er
county commissions.
-AssociatedPress
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AlcohC>l
.pOisoning:
GVSUvs. CMU
BY LARRYS. WANGER
STAFFWRITER

f you were to ask most GVSU
students, they would tell you
that the weekend means
kicking back, relaxing, and for
some, partying a little bit. For
some students, partying involves
having a few drinks- probably
more than they should.
A major problem facing
most
colleges
and
universities across the
nation today is drinking
amongstudents, especially
those not of legal.age. A ·
recent article in CM
,Lift.thestudent newspaper
at Central Michigan
University, stated that
drinking is a real problem
at CMU. While this may
come as no surprise to
those familiar with the
atmosphere
of
the
university ·on
most
weekends,
what
is
shockingis the number of
cases of alcohol poisoning
reportedat the university.
Dawn Holton of Central
Michigan University Health
Services says that alcohol
poisoning is very common at
CMU. Holton, who is also a
graduatestudent at the university
said, "cases of alcohol poisoning
occur almost every weekend at
CMU."
Though we might want to
believe otherwise, Grand Valley
is not much different than CMU
or any other university when it
comesto student drinking.
Amy Roupe,GVSU senior and
Residence Assistant in Kistler
Hall, says she's seen a lot of
alcohol consumption among
students, with some involving
alcohol poisoning. "Last year, I

I

saw more cases of alcohol high concentrationsof alcohol in
poisoning than I have this year. a relativelyshort time.
However, I have seen more · She said, "Binge drinkers are
drinking among students thi, . of great concernwhenit comesto
year."
alcohol poisoning because they
Although ~tale law requires consume .large quantities of
persons be 21years of age before alcoholin a relativelyshort time."
they can legally consume
Fisher added that while beer
alcoholic beverages,Roupe said drinkers are susceptible to
that she's seen plenty of under alcohol poisoning, those who
age drinkers.
drink shots may be putting
themselves at an even
higherrisk.
"While beer drinkers can
be victims of alcohol
· poisoning,those who drink
higher concentrations of
·alcohol like shots, could
haveeven more problems."
Health professionals
warn that· persons should
limit the amountof alcohol
they consume. The smaller
you are, the more possible
it is for you to drink too
much and put yourself at
risk
for
poisoning.
Professionals also warn
against drinking on an
empty stomach.
Fisher said that there are
symptoms of alcohol
poisoning which are very
"Under age drinkingis a major evident. "If a person has passed
problem, especially in the out and does riot regain
consciousness or does not
dorms," Roupesaid.
Diane Fisher, a Nurse respond,they need help."
She added that the person
Practitionerat the GVSU Health
Center said that while they don't should be immediatelytaken to a
normally treat people for alcohol hospital where they can · be
poisoning, that doesn't mean it treated.
While some students may
isn't a problemhere at GVSU.
"Alcoholpoisoningis typically choose to drink, there are other
somethingthat occurs during the alternativesto it. Roupe said that
weekend when students are the university works to offer
partying. Cases of alcohol alternative activities on nigh\s
poisoning should be handled in when drinking is a problem. She
said that activitiesare offered for
the emergencyroom."
Fisher says that alcohol students who wish to have fun on
poisoning occurs when a person the weekends but don't want to
has drunk great amounts and/or drink.

•ABOVEAVERAG6PAY
•CONCSSSION
SALESCOMMISSION

•HEALTHBSNEFlTS

DK SECURITY
A Division of Du Radway, Kendall& Associates Inc.
DK SECURITYis currentlyseeking young men and womento serve

as securityofficers in the Grand Rapids and Holland areas.
Full and part time positionsare currentlyavailable with
flexible schedules.
Successfulcandidateswill also gain the following:
• Excellentwages and benefits
• Paid training, uniformsand equipment
• Excellentexperience,training and references for careers
in law enforcementand security.

Come to KirkhofCenter April 7, from llam-3pm or
For additional infonnationor to fill out an applicationcontact:
Duffadway,Kendall& AssociatesInc.
SOMonroe-N.W.Suite 430
GrandRapids, Ml 49503
Call (6.!_6)
456-0123(Monday - Friday 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.)

CPSf& CREWM£MBS1<
opp0R'f{JNffl£S

MANAG-£MENT
oppoRTUNJTISS
_..............

•RETIREMENT
PLAN(4011<)
1f'fUITION
$$$FORCOLLEG6

1fll'RAINING
INMONEYHANDLING,
SUGGSSTIVES6LLING&
CUSTOMSR
S6RVIC£
APPLYIN PERSONAT ANYSl'AR 'lllEATRE

STARGRANDRAPIDS• STARHOLLAND
STARSOUTHFIELD
JOB HOTLINE 1-800-477-&i'AR
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Stu·d,ent-'Sen·ate requests more money
for"food than 'all student organizations
BY ROBBINMEI..'JON
EDITOR

tudent
organizations
recently submitted budget
·
proposals for approval of
allocations for next year. Of all
student organizations requesting
budget approval,
10 are
requesting fu~ds for Food
Service for the events that they
sponsor.
According to the 1997-98
Student Organization Budget
Handbook, Food Service funds
"generally are not considered for
funding
by
the . Senate
Allocations Committee because
of the limited impact to the
campus community."
However, Student Senate has
requested $2,670 for Food
Service expenses for next year,
compared to $2,871 requested by
all other student organizations
_together:

S

PROPOSALS, from page 3

A Comparison of GVSU to
other schools:
According to the President's
Council 1996-1997 Report of
Tuition and Fees, Grand Valley
ranked 14th overall out of 15
universities for the 1996-97
school year. .
The Universityof Michigan in
Ann Arbor ranked first in tuition
and fees at $5,710 for 1996-97,a
, 2.96% increase from 1995-96.
The school lowest on the
President's Council report was
Northern Michigan University
which charged $2.970 for I99697. a 2.71% increase from the
previous year.
Comparing Michigan colleges
individual fees is a complicated
task. For example, Michigan
State charges $4 per semester for
a newspaper fee and $3 per

"We didn't generally exceed
$600 on any professional
contract," said Joseph Hunter,
vice president of Allocations
Committee for Student Senate.
"It varies per group. We only
give organizations what they ask
for. We rarely give more than
that. A lot of organizations pad
their budgets. It's no secret."
While student organizations
request funds for Food Service,
which
is
contracted
professionally, these funds are
standardized.
According to Hunter, student
organizations request Food
Service money when they
sponsor guest speakers, hold
special events, receptions, or
other similar activities.
In previous years, however,
Student
Senate .- received
allocations for Food Servicefor
not only receptions, social
events, and guest speakers, but

for Senate training as well.
Essentially,each of Senate's five
committees has its own budget,
all of which requested allocations
for FoodService.
"This is partly due to such
things as the Community Affairs
Committee's open forums,
Student
Organization
Roundtable, and University
Leadership Roundtable," said
Hunter.
"Each committee tends to do
cenain things. It could all be
meshed into one budget."
Accordingto ReshallWilliams,
assistantdirector of Student Life,
and adviser of the Student Senate
Allocat:ons·Committee, budgets
are broken down by event or
committee.
most
student
However,
organizations are not segmented
into different committees, and
can only request Food Service
funds for events that they hold.

Tip of the Week
Spring is bere...dust off those rollerblades. Hereare a few satety
tipsto make your experience an enjoyable one:
• Always wear protective gear, which includes a helmet, elbow
pads, knee pads and wrist guard.
• Takelessons or get instructions if you are a beginner skater.
Learnhow to control your speed, tum, brake and stop.
• Do not skate in roadway
• Avoid skating at night
* Skate on smooth, paved surfaces. Avoid pavements with water,
oil, debris, sand, gravel and dirt.
·
• Never wear anything that restricts hearing or obstructs vision.
* PLEASE-THERE IS NO ROLLERBLADINGALLOWED
IN ANYCAMPUSBUILDING
- Dept. of Public Safety

semesier for a radio fee. GVSU surface throughout the school
includes these fees in its Student year.
Recently, a proposal to raise
Life fee.
"So the reason why school the Student Life fee to $30 for
have fees is because it gives full-time undergraduates and
them more flexibility," said $10 for graduates and pan-time
Fletcher. "What's happening is students was passed by Student
you have a political process Senate. The proposal will now
backed into a financial process." go to the Board of Control.
The Student Life fee breaks
down into three main accounts.
The first account is used to pay ,-----------the Student Life Office staff.
The second account is the
Organization Budget which is
allocated directly to student
organizations,
such
as
CinemaTECI-I. Student Senate,
and TheLaothom.
The third account is for
reserves. Reserves are used for
*Withalldonations
andproceeds
goingto LoveI.N.C.
*
for spontaneous even1s like the
Chris Rock Concert, and for new
student organizations which

Sponsored
byL.C.1andthebrothers
ofAlphaSigmaPhi
Cash Prize Drawing:April 7-10

Tickets on sale from 1lam-3pm each day in downstairs Kirkhof,
downstairs Commons.and in the Academic Mall. Tickets are $2 or
3 non-perishable food items each.

We are sorry!
We neglected to give Director of Student Life Bob Stoll credit for
the wonderful photos he took of the E1hnicFestival that graced our
front page last week.
Stoll and his wife went through a lot of !rouble to save our butts
- THANKS. and we apologize.

Top Prize:
- $100 Cash

Other prizes:

- $10 Gift Certificatesto EmbassyBar & Grill
- $10 Gift Certificatesto YellowJacket Inn
- 2 Lunch buffets at the Grand River Garden

- 1st prize $35 cash

Playing
startsat9pm'tillmidnight
atthe
FieldHouse
ontheoutside
courtsunder
thelights.Entryfeeof$IOperteam.
withatleast4 players
Jon J Col'd\'ollt,. hall·fournarnent.IOteamminimum
.
ona team& 2ofwhichmustbefemale
\\'l'dnl',cl,n
. .\ lril 9
call
Formoreinfonnation
ortoregister.
Starts
@2pminRobinson
Field.
Entry
Fee
Mattat895-1199.
of$5perteam.IOteamminimum
with
at
*
Pre-Registration
reguired
least
onefemale
perteam.
Formore
information
ortoregister,
e-mail
Mike@prinzim.
Pre-Remstration
required.*
- 2nd prize $15 cash
- 3rd prize $5 cash

DAILY BUYBACK
NEXT TO THE \Ul'ERJOWER

~,mo

srtJJENT LD. REQUIRED TO SELL TEXTBOOKS

- 1st prize $30 cash
- 2nd prize $15 cash
- 3rd prize $5 cash

*Pre-Registrationis due by 5pm on Friday,April 4th
All cash rizesare from reviousfund-raisers.
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OUR VIEW

Student Senate's
food bu_~get is
exorbitant
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Have you seen many. overweight student senators
lately? If you have, you shouldn't be surprised.
According to the Student Senate Budget
Recommendation for 1997-98, the five committees,
along with the committees for the President's Ball and
General Operations, charge students an average of
$638.57 each for food. We realize that Senate is unique as
an organization in that they. act as an intermediary
between students and
administration, but this still
doesn't explain why they have to eat so much.
The least amount was $ 100 for Community Affairs.
The highest was $1,800 for Student Resources. Who
needs to eat this much, especially at the expense of other
students?
How can Senate justify spending so much money on
food when other organizations fight for $10 to make
posters and
photocopies. Why doesn't Senate
charge themselves dues like some other organizations?
Student Senate recommended to allocate to all other
groups a combined $2,981 for food. It is unfair to
compare the needs and wants of Senate to other student
organizations because of Senate's uniqueness. But are
they so unique that they need to allocate themselves
money in order provide each Senator with $150 per
school year for food?
We recognize that this money isn't spent at the
discretion of each Senator and the money does go
towards events such as the President's Ball, but that
raises another question of whether Senate needs to be the
organization promoting such events. Wouldn't a group
like Major Campus Activities or Student Organization
Network be better suited to sponsor this event?
Senate allocates themselves a lot of money for things
such as food and we do understand that the money does
go for some legitimate purposes. However, the entire
amount isn't necessary.
We would like to see a different or improved checks
and balances system within Senate so smaller organizations don't get shorthanded during the budget process.
Perhaps in taking up the some of the ideas of James
Class, the current Student Senate President, next year's
Student Senate should allow student organizations to
approve Senate·s budget.
We understand that Senate attempts to be as much like
any official government body as possible. but we are
students earning low-paying wages, who more often than
not have 10 rely on Financial Aid to go to school. And
Senate needs to remember that. If other student
organizations don't have similar food budgets, neither
should Senate. After all, there are groups out there who
host more events than Senate.
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Currentpresidentadvises new senators
BY JAMESCLASS
STUDENT"SENATEPRESIDENT

s Student Senate changes
over, so do its priorities.
Whereas this year, the
Cabinet and General Assembly
set out to address Housing needs,
academic affairs, and the longrange planning of the university,
Student Senate next year will
undoubtedly seek new directions.
Almost half of the 1997-1998
senators have fresh faces and
ideas for action. For all those
interested in the future of our
campus, I suggest that our new
student leaders focus their
energies on the following issues:
A/locations
•Simplify
procedures. The number of
student
groups
constantly
increases, bringing more requests
and far more paperwork.
Currently, the budget session
goes overnight-and with more

A

Student Life dollars rolling in,
the pool for new organizations
will have to grow. In short, the
process needs to involve other
aspects of student life. New
senators could meet with SON
and hammer our a proposal to
divvy up the process to shift its
focus to the appeals process.
•Establish partnerships with
complementary 0rf?anizations.
RHA has shown interest in
working with the Community
Affairs Committee. and its
members could provide some of
the most responsive action to
Housing concerns that the
has
ever
seen.
campus
Furthermore, why not make
campus-wide
affairs
like
President's Ball an activity of
other student groups as weJl'l
And were we to combine the
"forum" quality of SON with
Senate's access to administrators.
we could hold some the greatest

"round tables" ever seen.
•Take possession of rh,,
university srandinK commi/lee1
In the past, students have no1
shown too active an interest rn
the campus standing comrniuee,
However, when people d0
express interests. the result, ha\L'
been phenomenal. I challenfL'
every new Senator to sit nn ;1
standing committee and hl'lp
bolster Senate's
inlluenn ·
Students can be truly inlluen11
:il
if only they would try .
•Outreach to student ~rnup, I
have heard idea, about oulrl'ach
from all kinds of sources Thl'
question is. who will have 1hL
'
courage
to
implenil'nl
something'} Who will sit dnll.n
and think of 1hewording 1ha1\11II
forces
senators
10 1al,..l'
responsibility') The lJUl',11n11
h.1,
no easy answer,. hut I kt'I
confident thal we can rind .111
answer

Question of t·he Week:
What is your best April Fool's joke ?
"My _brothercovmd
/ dog foodin chocolate
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Ballot

'

The freedom

qf an unhindered
vote
electio;n - is perhaps
.in a 'dell\ocratic
: •.•'one of 'th~ finer
cornerstones
which
· ·c;,ur country's
institutions
of
government
and
society
are
I
·
·
/
·. estcµ>lished.
Unfortunately,
this
freedom has often
been ignored
and
· cast . · to
the
wayside
by
many
misinformed
and
uninterested
·
citizens.
However,
when
an
· individual
chooses
to
exercise
their
privilege
to vote
and thus
· have an effect
on government,
he or
she should
be commended-or
at the
very least,
allowed
.to vote without
·hindrance
. or
peer
judgment.
Onfortun~tely,
this
uncontested
freedom
to
vote
was
grossly
' infringed
upon during
the
recent
Senate
elections.
· Student
Essentially,
a few individuals
were
unnecessa ·rily
harassed
while
filling
out
ballot
forms.
These
prospective
voters
had
their
judgment
questioned
by
the
··individual
working
at
the
ballot
table.
After
one student
filled
out
a ballot,
the worker
incredulously
questioned
him
by
asking
him,
"You're
voting
for *****????
Have
you read what he wrote?
(referring
to his
personal
statement
in the
Lanthorn)
He's
way
out
there."
Obviously
the worker did not retain
a very favorable
opinion
about the
specific
candidates.
The problem
in this situation
lies
in
the
fact
that
the
voter's
judgment
was questioned.
Also,
the
voter's
decision
could
have , been
adversely
effected
by the
ballot
worker's
comment. What exactly
gave
this
worker
the right
to criticize
the
voting
habits
of
these
individuals?
In my understanding,
the ballot
should have had a secret
casting-keeping
both the voter
and
his/her
decision
anonymous.
Although
the
worker's
comment
probably
did not alter
the voters'
choice,
the fact
remains
that
the
election
process
was tainted.
Student
Senate
is
a
very
respectable
and
prestigious
organization.
The
student
body
should have the utmost confidence
in
Senate's
ability
to
make proper
decisions
and carry
out beneficial
policy
making . If the students
find
a flaw in Senate's
agenda,
they can
possibly
change the face of Senate
through
due process
of election.
However,
how can voters
do so if
this due process
is no longer viable
and legitimate?
It
should
not be
said that
this
incident
is a "molehill•
turned
into
a mountain.
The
Student
Senate's
impeccable
credibility
thus
far
could
be
endangered
by the whimsical
and bias
remarks
of
one
unprofessional
individual.

Patrick

''I'vealready
got a great

summer job
in the works. All I had to do was call and register

with Olsten:' ~
Don't wait. S_tart lining up a great,summer job now.
(?lste~~s1gn~nts are_an ideal way for you to mke good money
while gaming solid exp_enencein exciting 1;>rofessions.
Accounting,
fi_n~ce,_office automauon, law, telemarkeong, manufacturingand
distnbubon, to name just a few. It's a great introductionto the
workingworld
~lste~ has jobs that last a day or all summer long - at all levels.
It s going to be a busy summer. So call now and get the job you want.

(616) 452-8367
(616) 247-0004
(616) 363-8290

G. . Miller
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BYC.D. BURGE
SPORTS
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bad talked about this for so long; .
it was nice ·to finally sho'Y
everyone' the different aspects of
ver 200 people attended the Latino community."
..:
a nig~t of a,uthentic
The dances were especially.: :'
.
..Latiii.o .. dancing· :March·· ·•diverse/ ~tjginatinif from
1,/.{
22;:and th~~-~ -plans' to·do -~- diffe~n ( \ i>laces~...
· ,,.M~re~g~~B]
similm,..event ~gain.. . .
. . . come,s' :fr,~rn
.· so..~th· :~.µ-~~£a<:/
Sponsored ' by the yttino . S~sa fr~m C¢~tral A~~·~~; ;,~-'.
Student Union,.the_night featured c·:B~b, tro~ -~ex1c,o,,~~ :!eJaJiO·:-n
many different types of dance, · from Amenca: ·
. · · ..
,, .:i
incfuding · · Salsa, . Merengue,
."Tejano. is TexMex ~llllcet
/>
Tejano;and Bamba styles.
said Villegas. "It has · · the ,:c,~
'..: =
According to LSU Treasurer American influence."
Jaqueline.Villegas, the night was
The LSU, which numbers only }
an ·unquaiified success.
12, hoped
that their work ori the
''We were expecting people to dance would lead to future eveil~s··.
come," · said Villegas, who that displayed different Latino
brought several family members ·cultures.
with her to the event. "We didn't
"People wer.e telling us, 'You .·:
know they're were going to be have to do this more often'," said · ·
that many, but we were very glad Villegas, who is now a Senate-. ;:
that they decided to show. It was Elect for the corning fall.
really fun."
"Everyone had such a good
The ·dance coincided with time ··.and really enjoyed
.GVS.U's · 'Ethnic Festival, of everything, that we can see
· this
·
which there were some previews happening again."
·of what LSU
~bid.Satu~y 011
·· "-"vf1i;gas"d[cisay~however,that
the promenade . of Kirkhof improvements will be made for
Center. Thursday, the LSU the next attempt The LSU plans
showcased just some o( what . to have two or mote dances for
'97-' 98, and plans to have foot or
was to come.
~~
c1anc:e
t11e
.nl&flt
at t11eLatinostuden~
EiBaile.
Plenty
"We had a lot of different cateong for:them. Whether it will
of studeiits
:enJo,ed
~ everih11
filledwith Latinmusicand dancing.Over200 studentsattended
styles so everyone had~.a chance have door charges or not re~ns
.~t),u partOfethnicfestival.
photo courtesyJaquelinVillegas
· the ptherfng
to see them," said Villegas'. "We to be decided.
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English
Dept.makes
changes
inprofessional
writing
emphasi
BY DAUVAN
MULAU.Y·
STAFFWRITER

he professional writing
emphasis bas recently
been revamped by some
English professors who feel that
changes will enhance and finetune the program. Professor Ron
Dwelle believes that the revision
will "bring the program up-todate and make it a little more
flexible and relevant to the
workplace."
The professional wntmg
emphasis is for students seeking
careers in writing, publishing, or
other
fields
of
written
communication.
"The professionalwriting track

T

provides a goodoption for
English majors who want to hone
their · major area of study to
prepare them for a variety of
workplace and professional
writing situations,"saidProfessor

lance·journalists, and as authors.

Smith, feels that interning has
been
a very worthwhile
"All students begin with an
experience
because he . learned
introductory course that covers
how
to
write
press releases and
all three strands of professional
newsletters
for
the store as part of
writing: business wnung,
their
public
relations
team.
journalism, and literary or
DanRoyer.
scholarly non-fiction," said
Smith was offered a job with
Schuler's after graduation as an
Professor Roger Gilles.
How do you know if you are a
"Students then take all three end result of the education and
good candidate for this particular
experience he has received
emphasis? Royer states that the 300-level courses, plus an through the professional writing
"successful professional writing elective in a fourth area of
emphasis.
major is someone who likes to interest, and then finish up with
With only a semester left
write and is especially prepared an internship that gives them
more
practical
experience
than
before
graduation, English major
for writing in a range of nonever
before
.
"
Jamie
Fitzgerald wonders how
academic situations." Students
the
classes
he has taken will help
The English 490 internship is a
involved in the professional
him
in
a
professional
setting.
writing emphasis go on to find way for students to apply what
Fitzgerald sees the new
themselves in careers as editors, they learn in their courses to real
program administrators, grant- life job applications. A Schuler's changes in the emphasis as "a
writers, technical writers, free- Books & Music intern, Tim way to allow students to finally

get a taste of what it's like to
write professionally in the
workplace and ultimately thinks
they will benefitfrom this type of
undergraduateexperience."
The professional wnttng
emphasis is a very marketable
tool for English majors who wish
to get out into the workforce and
find a job after graduation.
According
to
Royer.
professional writing_ is an
interesting and practical choice
for English majors. A Spring
Social will be held at Afterwards
by the English Club from on
April 10 from 4-6 p.m. StudenL,
and faculty are encouraged 10
attend.

GraduateAssistantjoins ranksof CareerServices
BY ALISON HAREMSKI
GUEST WRJltR

t is every potential graduates
dream. After talong classes
for four or five years and
eagerly awaiting graduation,
most students are preparing to
enter the "real world."
They open the paper but every
job requires a resume. Fear
strikes, but Career Services can
ease that fear as well as help you
job search.
Career
Services
offers
interviewing tips, resume and
ponfolio advice, infonnation on
companiesthroughout the United
States, and career advisors who
specialize in every major.
This year a new resource was
added to the office.
Anne Stoll is currently a
graduateassistant with the office,
but she is unique. What is

I

different about her is that she is same fulfillmentwhile employed
coming back 10 school after at the private organization.
"I learned that was just the
spending fifteen years in the
opposite of what I should do. I
work force.
Stoll worked for Ernst .------------------&
Young,
an
international CPA finn,
for 13 years.
This
experience was followed
by a career with a private
organization for two
years.
While at Ernst &
Young, Stoll had the
chance to be the mentor
to younger employees in
all areas inside and
outside the workforce.
"Working with young
professionals that were
struggling with the
demands of a difficult career or had no staff to mentor, no peers
raising a family,and then helping to deal with. I was a person on an
them make decisions, was what I island,"she noted.
enjoyed," Stoll said.
After learning technical skills
However. she did not get that and finding out what she really

enjoyed was the people
interaction, Stoll came 10 Grand
Valley.
Here she meets with business
students to improve and
discuss resumes, talk
over job strategies,
conduct
simulated
interviews, and most
importantly, to let them
kn.ow what it is really
like in the business
world.
"I try to give them the
benefit of the years of
experience I had in
working with clients and
the business world,"
Stoll added.
She is also in charge
of setting up interviews
in the fall between accounting
finns and registered students free
of charge. Stoll also helps
students to follow up on their
interviews.

So will she go back to working
as a CPA after she finishes her
master's degree? Don't count on
it.
"Right now I'm doing what I
want 10 be doing for the rest of
my life," she explained.
She adds that the feeling she
gets while helping student~
achieve their goals cannot be put
into words.
Whether she is gettinr
someone an internship, a job. or
just putting a resume together.
she loves every aspect of her job
"There's nothing like i1. To
know that you've affected a
person's future by talking about
life decisions is so rewarding:
there's nothing better,"Stoll said.
Anne Stoll is just one of the
many people in Career Services
who help advise students on their
job paths.
Students can stop by the officE
in 206 STU for information.
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coverage

"i~higan

rand~apids public radio at news as a complete picture

G

stations WGVU 1480 rather than small highlighted
. . AM and 88:SFM have b~adlinesand intend to give our
expanded their commitment to listeners the quality local news
. fiil' need for comprehensive reporting they deserve,"said Ken
WestMichigannews coverage.
Kolbe, WGVU AM/FM News
Both stations now simulcast Director.
news
and
information
Recently, two WGVU news
programming during daytime reporters received joumalistic
hours Monday through Friday.
honors from the Michigan
This new simulcast schedule Associated Press. David Moore
includes the popular National won Honorable Mention for Best
Public Radio (NPR) programs Radio Documentaryfor his series
.· Morning Edition, Talk of the on the Kent County Juvenile
Nation, and All Things Justice System while Julie
Considered along with the McKeiver won Honorable
WGVU Morning Show with Bill Mention for Radio Reporter of
Freeman, The WGVU Midday the Year for her consistent
Magazine, · and the Derek reporting for her coverage of
McGinty Show.
Grand Rapids city government,
WGVU
Midday breaking news and feature
Magazine, . -· (12:00 . N.oon),_ . re_l)Ql}!_ng
:_ _ __ _ __ . _
features in depth. up-to-date
WGVU General Manager
reporting on issues and stories Michael Walenta said, "We
effecting
West
Michigan shifted · our
programming
residents.
schedule because our research on
The Derek McGinty Show at the listening audience and
I :00 p.m. provides frank and response from public radio
revealing conversations and members showed that news and
reactions to the top national infonnation are an importantpart
stories of the day. Both shows are of the listening day in West
new additions to WGVU's Michigan. We will still provide
programmingschedule.
the only consistentjazz and blues
"We believe being a public music radio service in this market
radio outlet affords us the during the evening hours and will
opportunity to deliver a service continue to sponsor concerts and
that commercial stations do not live broadcasts for our loyal jazz
have the time to provide. We look listeners."

a.
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·Briefly-Student organizations can
pick up entry packets on April
4 from 8 a.m.-8 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse main entrance for
Wheel, Run Together SK
ChaUenge on April 5 at 9
a.m. Call 735-0705 or e-mail
fivek@river.it.gvsu.edu for
more infonnation.
Spring to Action Week
runs from April 7-IO.
Sponsored by L.C. I and
Alpha Sigma Phi, all
proceeds will go 10 Love Inc.
There will be daily cash
drawings for top prize of
$ 100. For $2. tickets will be
on sale from 11:(JOa.m.-3:00
p.m. on the Academic Mall.
downstairs Kirkhof. and
downstairs
Commons.
Donations of three nonperishable food items are also
requested.
The Chubby Bunny
Contest will be held April 8
in Ott's Great Room. in the
LowerCommons at 6:00 p.m.
A three-on-three Coed
VolleyballTournament will
be held April 9 at 2:00 p.m.
on Robinson Field. Preregistration is necessary for
this evenJ.
For more
information,e-mail
Mike@prinzim
.
A midnight three-on-three
coedbasketballtournament
is scheduled from April 8April 10. Pre-registration is
required. For information
call Matt at 895-1I 99.

CountyofOttawa
lleallh DejJarlnu:nl

Do you know that Ottawa County Health
Department provides ......

Services:
1

*Birth Control
Supplies
*Pregnancy Testing
*Education
*Pap Tests &
Pelvic Exams
*Answers to
Questions about:
Sexually Transmitted
Diseases and Sexuality
Issues

Locations:
Hudsonville

Coopersville

669-0040
Port Sheldon

E3I
....
\C
.c

f"")

s
:
~

837-8171
Randall

....

.c

010
\C

Services also available in:
Holland 393-5723, 396-5266
Grand Haven 846-8360
Call for hours. Sliding fee scale

available.
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Sponsored by the Science & MathematicsDivision
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Thursday Evening Oral Presentations
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A Consulting E.:xperienceon Venezuelan Land
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Use
Michelle \kk:inle y and Norma St,unta
Studying Student Learning with Combination
Tasks in Grade 4

~

I

Mary T os ch

Recycling on Co/Jege Campuses Today

~

k:rislen

Long

lithium Chloride and Potassium Fluoride :
Embryo-larval Toxicity Test with the Fathead
Minnow, Pimephales promelas Rafinesque

~]

•

Renee Baer, Mary Kathryn Koeninger, and Neha Shah
Efficacy of Neurodevelopmenlal Treatmenl with Primary Focus
on Dynamic Postural Control in a Chronic Stroke lndi~idual
Kevin Carley, Kristin Dart, and Marge Vos
Normative Database of Adult, Unilateral Trans-tibial Amputee
Gait

Kerry Randolph and Beth Wieber
Knowledge of Pre-Physical Therapy Students Regarding
Admission Criteria al Grand Valley Stale University

Angela Fought and Neala Stevens
Medical Outcome of Cardiac Rehabilitation
Patients

Wendy Conlan, Amy Jones, and Brenda Mitus
The Interdisciplinary Treatment of Temporomandibular
Dysfunction

Christina Fleming, Mark Kandes, and Jennifer Shultz
A Comparison of the Knowledge, Misconceptions and lfttitudes
Toward the Elderly of First Versus Final Year Students in
Accredited Physical Therapy Programs
Timothy Dahlke and Wendi Jabs ·
Utilizing the Ryder's and Thigh-Foot Angle Tests to Es!ablish
Normal Values of Femoral Anteversion and Tihiofibular Torsion
in Children Ag_ed5 through ·I0 Years.
Aimee Hosek and Kim Sackett
Functional Reach : A Marker of Physical Decline in ,ComniunityDwelling_Elderly Women
Erin Docter, Kristine Ty.ler, and Victoria Van Horn
The Performance of Children with Down Syndrome
the
BruiniJks Oseretsky Test of M~tor Pr.oficie!19'

Gina Ludwig
Jon Chromatographic Measurement of
Organic Acids in Contaminated Groundwater

Pat Hadlock, Jason Ricci, and Heath Jabs
The Efficacy of Electrical Stimulation and Conservative
Physical Therapy in the Treatment of Female Genuine
Stress Incontinence
Liu Elders , Heather Greenwald, and Celeste Sartor
A Preliminary Study of TrunlcKinematics During
Walking in Normal Subjects
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Aaron DeLine and David Doubblestein
The Relationship of Hamstring Length and Chronic low
Back Pain
Edward Gagne and Rebecca Schneider
The Effect of Upper Extremity Immobilization
F o/Jowing Surgical Rotator Cuff Repair on Balance in
Elderly Individuals
Diane Beach, Barb Hoogenboom, and Lisa Rose
Neuromuscular Performance and lsokinetic
Hamstring/Quadriceps Ratio in High School Girl
Basketball Players as Compared to High School Boy
Basketball Players
Brian Fulton, Kathleen Hegyan, and Troy Wieting
Developing Normative Data for Three Unilateral Lower
E.:xtremityFunctional Tests

,::;:;:::1

David Szurley
The Role of Cantor Sets in Chaos

Deborah Bliler, Catherine Sc hen ten, and Kay Smaltz
Perspective Discrepancy Analysis of Health Care Providers and
Well-Elderly Regarding Environmental Fall Risk Factors

on

Daniel Festerling
Progress Towards the Synthesis of Novel
Pyridine-Substituted Crown Ethers; A New
Class of Guest-Host Complexes
Tracy Lockwood
Choosing A Mate in Tree Swallows: Does
Body Size Matter?
Lee LaFond
An Analysis a/Trends of the Hospitality and
Tourism Management DeE_artment

Friday Morning Poster Presentations in 261 Padnos
9~-9:50
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The Effects ofFraJ?rances and Affect Intensity on Task Performance and Memory Recall
the Separation of ffunuc anJ Ful\'1c Ac1Js in E11virnnmentalSamples via Capillary

Electrophoresis
Sarah Tour re Geochemistry and Petrography of Gypsum and Dolomite in the Mississippian Michigan Formation, Michigan
Ju lie \'an Fa rowe Solvenl-&traction Flow-Injection Analysis of Different Pharmaceutical Drugs
Frederique W inkier Molecular Dy_namicsSimulation ofa Water Molecule Around a Fatty Acid
Jeff re) Allen Human Knee and Pteropus Conspicillatus Knee: A Comparative Analysis
.
Cathy Baisden and Charles Bunker Water Quality at the Meadows Golf Course in Ottawa County, Western Michi;an
Da\'id Brouwer Origin of Sand/Clay Units Beneath Moraine Deposits; GVSU Ravine &posure
Charles Bunker Grain Size Analysis of Sediments from a Well Core, Meadows Golf Course
Timothy Demarest Water Quality in Brown and Scram Lakes, Western Michigan
Deborah Doublestein Insertion Mutagenesis of Rhizobiumfredii hut Clones
Matthew !'1/askrent Water Analysis al the Sand Creek/Grand River Confluence, Ottawa County, Michigan
Matthew !'1/askrent Size/Shape Analysis of Dolomite Grains as an Indicator of Origin
Kristopher :','olan Barrier Island Hazard Assessment and Risk Mapping , Apalachicola Delta, West Fl
Kristopher Nolan Application a/Geographic Information Systems to Subsurface Stratigrae_hic Mapping in Ottawa County
Gary Armock An Unusual Pectora/is Major Muscle Anomaly
Matthew De Young Calcite Cementation o/Glacial Outwash Sands, Grand Rapids , Ml
1"icole Heller Petrographic Comparison ofOrdivician St. Peter Sandstone from Suspected Meteor Impact Sites and

Q

~

e
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Undisturbed Sites
Erin Hewitt and Ede Wielhouwer Changes in Platelet Membrane Proteins in Normal Pregnancy
Tony Lupo New Fault Kinematic Constraints from the Southern Caribbean Plate Boundary Zone
Richard Petcn Petrology of Sandstone Lenses in the Michigan Formation, Grand Rapids, Ml
{d Colin Plank Basic Seismic Survey of Gypsum Stratigraphy , Michigan Formation, Grand Rapids, MI
Tim Welch Subsurface Mapping of the Sevonian Antrim Shale and Traverse Group. Kent Co., MI
Richard Willia ms New Simulation Techn_olo_Bies
for Surgical Training and Certification
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Shanon Stien

An Analysis of the Effects of UV-B
Radiation on AIK_ae
Jennifer

'
I
•~
~

Fekin

Sara Gormley

Jane Burmeister

Breast Feeding Instruction : Who Needs ft ?

A Study on the Effectiveness of
Group Work in CS 262

Amanda

Kris Brazin

Energy Management in the Lodging
Industry
Ken Bierema
The Convention Business

Dykema and Julie Hirchert

Attitude Toward Superstition Predicted by
Educational Attainment and locus of Control
Lisandra

Martis

Oncogenic Ras Signaling
Simon \'ance

Chad Smith

A Comparison of Classroom Dynamics and
Quality of Education Between Professors and
Students of Similar and Different Racial and
Ethnic Backgrounds

An Analysis of the Structure of Active
Galactic Nuclei

Americans with Disabilities and the
Lodging Industry

Tonya Adams

Are Computers As Accurate As We Think?

Neala Stevens
Are Students Using the Counseling
Center Sure About What They Need?

Quality Service in lodging

Ed Walters

Julie Wilkinson

Friction Forces Acting Between Accelerating
Bodies

GVSU Health Service Clinic : Have
You Heard of ft?

Jessica Hartel

1lillli lllii,

Do You Strongly Agree or Strongly Disagree?

II

Dnid

Szurley

Research in Differential Games Applied to
Baseball

Angela Fought

A Closer Look at Schizophrenia

:¥¼&½:::::i

•

Jason Dreyfus

Brian Richardson

Relationship Between Course Success and
Certain Accommodations Among Students
wirh ADD and ADHD

Pelrographic Tests of Metamorphic
Mineral Segregation Models

l!ll~
lll l\:\~:
1

i

Amy Harlow
leadership in Hospitality

Barbara

Jenness

Parasitism in Free Ranging Black
Bears. Ursus americanus, in the
Pisgah National Forest

Jennifer

Witham

Richard Williams
Surgery Meets Virtual Reality

Ben Leonard
Occupational Noise &posure at a
Plastics Manufc:icturingFacilifl
Julie Kenney
An Occupational Safety and Health
Evaluation of an Area Dental Aids
Manufacturer
Troy Lase
Post-Polio Syndrome

Jonathan Van Denend
Water Quality and &plogical Conditions in the
Pig_eonRiver, Ottaltla (:_ou,i__ty,
Michigan
Nathan Bacheler
Adding Physical Structure to Spawning Habitat of

LargemouthBass:Does it Work?
Douglas Wilson
Nest-Site Selection in Largemouth Bass : Effect of
&0SJ1,_stem
Variation
Andrew Alverson, Susannah Sant, and
Michael Shaver
Temporal Changes in the Diet of Larval NetWinged Midges (Dipiero: Blephariceridae) from
Great Smoley Mountains National Park
Adam Schmidt
Testing UV-Bas a Causal Agent in the Decline of
Boreal Toads in Colorado
Natasha Brock
Alterations in the Microbiota of Nestling Tree
Swallows (fachycineta bicolor) and Their Effects
on Growth and Develo[J_ment
Lee LaFond
Student Opinion of Freshman Seminar
Manda Magee
Measuring Surface Roughness

Paul Reuther ·
lab View Control of a Fourier Transform
lnte,ferometer

Scott KJus
Numerical Solutions to Central Force Problems

I

Allwyn Cote
Photophysics of a New Metal-Ligand
Complex with Nanosecond Lifetimes
Andrew DeRyke
Analysis of PCBs in Environmental Saml'_ll!_s
by Supercritical Fluid Extraction
Anthony Boyd
Fish Behavioral Changes After &posure
toPCBs
James Rook
Developing an Ion Chromatography
Method/or the Analysis a/Chromium
(VI) in Lake Sediments

Melissa Hundey
Pyrolysis of a Sulfonate Ester: 2-Methyl91Clohexyl 4-AcetamidoBenzesulfonate
Michael Nienhuis
Using the Internet in Selecting Materials
for Plastic Products
Danche Andrevska
Test Signal Generatorfor Computer
Network Packet Switches
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<fNTERTAINMENT

_Thursday,April 4,.1997

(i;,$u
,,p.:re~,~,t~.~c,n-stop Bachmusic marathon
.:,\'...:/·,;,.' ., ::/>'·, ,//y;;: ,:-\'J.:</( >::<,':;_::
:._,;..-·

Grand Valley State University chamber players from the Grand

:~ knows you don't have to don a
>.·white wig and tights to appreciate
'.:"classical music.
Especially music by Johann
· · SebastianBach.
_ GVSU's free concert event,
:· <"Bach Around the Clock," which
;'':·takes place Wed., April 9, from
·\_10 a.m.-10 p.m., in GVSU's
· - Cook-DeWittCenter,will feature
· a non-stop Bach music marathon
which will be open to both
GVSU and the generalcommunity.
Other participating colleges
·-include: Aquinas, Calvin,
Cornerstone, Grand Rapids
· Community,and Hope.
Add_itional church organists,
o_ther professional soloists, and

Rapids area also will perfonn at
the event
"Bach Around the Clock" features Bach Festival Guest
Conductor Karl Hochreither,
directorof the Berlin Bach Choir.
Mr. Hochreither will conduct
an open rehearsal from 4:306:30 p.m., and an evening performance of the same work, Bach's
Cantat_a No. 4 "Christ lag in
Todesbanden."
Several GVSU students portraying central characters from
Bach's life will field questions
regarding his life and work.
Refreshmentswill be available
in the Cook-DeWitt lobby
throughout much of the day,
beginningat IOa.m.

Parking for audiences will be
available
Campus.

on

the

Allendale

"Bach Around the Clock" is
one of the major events scheduled for Grand Rapids Bach
Festival, which begins April 8 ·
and runsthrough April 13.
In a~tion to "Bach Around
the Clock,!' the festival will feature a Bach recital by Mr.
Hochreither on April IO and a
largechoral concen April 12.
These and other special events
are '·being sponsored by various
area institutions.
For more infonnation, those
interested may contact the GVSU
Music Department @ 895-3483.

.~ literary·Review~
Sex, Zen & A Bullet In the Head
By StefanHammond& Mike Wilkins
BY DEXTERPETERSON

There is also a chapter on the
women who make films every bit
as graphic and hard-edged as
Welcome to the wonderful their male counterparts. After
world of mind-bending Asian reading about the movie advencult cinema! Sex and ?.en & a tures of Brigitte Lin. Moon Lee.
Bullet In the Head (which takes · and (yum!) Amy Yip, you'll see
its mane from two of these films) where Xena gets a lot of her
is the essential guide to these moves from.
action-packed,often bizarre, but
In addition to actors and stars.
always entertain- ---------many of these
ing
Electric "This book largely films are divided
Shadows (a literinto genres: hisal translation of
ignores the
torical. supematthe Chinese char- h
ky fi
h ural, noire, and
are t at Triad (gangster).
acters
for C Op-SOC
many of us grew up This book largely
"films").
with (exceptfior ignores the chopThis book has
much to recomsocky fare that .
mend to the dis- Bruce Lee) inf avo r many of us grew
criminating film oifmore recent, and up with (except
buff, including a
for Bruce Lee) in
foreword
by
much more
favor of more
Jackie Chan. a
, recent, and much
collection
of competent, works. ' more competent.
works.
hilarious subtitle ---------mistakes. a glossary of lingo
One fault of the book is a lack
every Hong Kongfilm fan should of context for historical Chinese
be up on. and many, many opera, which evolved into the
reviews and photos.
modem movie franchise it is
The book first introduces the today: the third largest in the
reader to "Ten That Rip"--ten of world. Nothing on how martial
the most renowned HK films arts and acrobatics combine to
ever. They include "Hard- train the best stunt people workBoiled." "Supercop," "Sex and ing today.
Zen.'' and "r--;akedKiller." (while
There is also little regarding
there are the nakedand the killers the uncertain future of Hong
in "\'.aked Killer."the killers are Kong film making when China
not alway, naked) These set the regains control over it (there's a
stage for much of what is to reason Jackie Chan is coming out
come.
with all those movies here. you
The films of Jackie Chan and know).
premiere action director John
And there are also glaring
Woo (most recently of "Broken omissions: Wong Jing (sort of a
Arrow" game) receive entire Chinese Roger Corman) gets
chapters for themselves, while scarcely a mention and Sonny
HK megastar Chow Yun Fat Chiba's "Streetfighter" series
("the coolest actor in the world," gets none at all. Understandably.
according to the Lns Angles none of the Japanese market of
nmes) is also suitably drooled "Giant Monster" and animated
over.
movies are dealt with, as either
Other personagespaid homage would easily require a book of its
to are Jet Li. "Yuen, Sammo, & own to do justice.
Yuen" (who. along with Jackie
In all. however. this book is a
Chan. are the Marx Bros. of mar- valuable source of insight into
tial ans), and the Shaw Brothers not only some of the most eJtcit(anyone remember"Five Deadly ing films ever, but also into the
Venoms" on the Saturday mati- people and the culture which pronee?).
duced them.
STAFF WRITER

John
Rich(right) andRussellVanderWier,Jr.playchess for an audienceof trees.

"SophisticatBd'
cc11rt9SY
of [)epsrtm1111t
of Art and OBsign

John Rich will display his painting with installation and Russel VanderWier,
Jr. will display InteractiveSculpture for their Bachelorof Fine Arts Exhibition.
The exhibitopens in the Calder Gallery on April 7 with a closing receptionon
April 10 from 4-7 p.m.
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'Ritesof Spring'concert r

Bv

D .AVID YONKMAN

EN1ERTAINMENT
EDITOR

Two
local
bands, "Sophia
Ramona,"which
includes two
GVSU students, ChrisPolidori
and "Versus," a .__, _________________
college independent·rock band,
will begin the concert.
The
Resident
Housing
Association will also be there
with booths. games, and concessions.
'The RHA is doing their own

thing on the sameday to try and
involve more students," said
Chrif PoHdorLtonce rt ciiafr7oi-WCKS and "Rites of Spring"
coordinator.
"It would be nice to have the

couldn't see "Outkast"for$20.
.
"There hasn't been very much . ,':':
-on campus lately foranybody.to ··-be involvedin and this is diverse
enough ·that it should reach
everyone.''.
The bands, as ·
'.well as WCKS,
: wilf have CDs
··and T-shirts for
·sale,
i Doors· to the
·_university
,:F i e l d h o u s e
_open on April
:_
J 2 at I p.rn. and
the concertruns
.from 1:30 p.m... :1:30a.m.
~ ··G e n e r a I ·
admission for
tickets is $ I 2
for public and
$8 with GVSU
I.D.

I
I
I
I
I

....................

:Choose
from
9,000
Used
C.D.
's!:

Tickets are
available at the
Student Life
campus actually go and attend Office, at the door of the show,
something," said Polidori. and at Vinyl Solution.
"Everyone bitches because
Funding for the "Rites of . I
there's nothing going on, yet this Spring" concert comes in part
show is awesome.
from the Student Life fee.
"Eight bucks is nothing. You
...;....i

: $

s~to$ 7'}J_:
I

:Large
Selection
ofImports,
Posters,
Stickers
&Books
:
'' 'E P.~Y l 1P TO $5.00CASH
FOR LSEDCD'S

I
I
I

I
I

I

Ul~C

1
I

Hours: :

Monday
-Saturday
10-9:
Sunday
12-5 I

.

I

: 3728ALPINE
N.W.*COMSTOCK
PAR~

: Across
thestreet
from
Pep
Boys
*(616)
785-0566
:
:2027
NORTH
PARK
DRIVE
*HOLLAND
:

1 1/8 mi west on Lakewoodfrom US31
I

(616)394-4800

The VerdehrTrio with Walter
Verdehr, violin, Elsa Verdehr.
clarinet, and Gary Kirkpatrick,
piano, performedon April 27 at
noon in the Cook·DeWittCenter
as part of the LunchbreakSeries.
The Western Jazz Quartet
from
Western
Michigan
University
closed
the
Lunchbreak Series with traditional andnew tunes and improvisationson April 2.

ZsHairSalon
6171 Lake MichiganDr

Comp1ter
Iaaai11
April3
Canforappointment

895-5717

1
I

·-----------------------·

LARGE 16 inch Pizza
with cheesefor $5.00
+$1.00 for ea.di additional topping.

COUPON
Forcoff~e students onfy

No Limit

i,PQRTS
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GV tennis gets
victory, prepares
for tough week
BYC.D. BURGE
/ .SPORTSEDITOR

According to Sutherland, they
will be tough at home.
"They both are better, but not
in
the top echelon of the
he Grand Valley Tennis
conference
yet," said Sutherland.
,. ·- - · team scored a 7-2 victory
"I
understand
that Mercyhurst
(
·. over. Aquinas College at
be
worse
because
tbey lost
;·· Ramblewood last Tuesday, but may
·that's where the jubilation ended some players, but I'm not
banking on it."
· · for them.
The Erie, Pennsylvania,Lakers
:,;:. · Top-ten ranked Nonhwood
will
have an advantage due to
. : visited GVSU Wednesday,and a
their
indoor facility, which may
·tough Pennsylvania road stretch
give
the
outside-bound visiting
awaits the Lakers this weekend.
team
problems.
The Aquinas dual match
''I'd be happy with a split,"
showcased strong singles play
stated
Sutherland, whose team
from the Laker's top two players,
beat
Gannon
9-0 last year, but
freshman Nick Dubin and
· .sophomore Matt Post. Number lost to Mercyhurst 7-2. "There
'---thre·e·· shrgJe·s and number;:one · will be· a -huge---home-court for
doubles were the only losses for both teams there, and it will be a
learning experience for all the
.· the host team.
"It was a good win, because guys on the team."
With such teams as Northwood
· Aquinas is always a real solid
Mercyhurst,
which
team," said Laker head coach and
traditionally
play
all
of
their
nmSutherland. "Their top two
matches
inside,
a
home-court
for
players are tough, but there's a
Grand
Valley
may
prove
to
be
drop off from there; they're very
very beneficial.
young."
"For those teams that play
Dubin scored a Jough 7-5, 6-2
victory at number-one singles, indoors," said Sutherland, "they
while sophomore Matt Toth won will have to contend with the
an epic b'attle. Toth dropped a 5- weather conditions, temperature.
0 lead in the second set, but came stuff like that. For someone like
back in the third to grab a 7-6 set Northwood, though, it doesn't
make much difference;they're so
· victory and the match.
good
that they have the players to
The win put GVSU to the 5-3
overcome
that."
dual meet record on the year, but
Northwood
also loomed as a
they have yet to face Great Lakes
necessary
experience
for the
Athletic
I n t er co 11e g i a t e
Lakers. "Whenever you see a
Conference
(GLIAC)
team like Northwood,you get 10
competition.
That started Wednesday, and see a very high level of tennis.
will
continue
with
the That's important for the match, _
SeniorScott Dampcranksa serve111
1N1mber-l
doultle1aplnst Aqulllal.Heandfreshman
NickDubinwon
and for our kids to see where they
Mercyhurst-Gannoo
both sln,lu and do.-U matches.Thelabn facedoffapiftlt top.ten rankedNorthwoodon
want to be."
Pennsylvania
swing
on
Saturday
Wednesday,and will tn¥el to Erie,Pennsylvania,
this weekend.Phot>by c.a Burge.
and Sunday.

· .T·.
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Softball6-2 on ten-game home stand, readyfor GLIAC
contests
BY DouGLAS
LIPINSKI
STAFFWRI1ER

he Lady Laker's softball
team is currently 17-9 on
the season after going 6-2
for the week against Aquinas,
Hope, and Calvin.
The week started off with a
split of a double-header against
Calvin (0-2, 16-6). lo the first
game, Calvin pitcher Shauna
Koolbaas allowed only three
Laker hits. The second game was
all Grand Valley, as the Lakers
poundedout 14 hits and quickly
built a 6-0 lead. Freshman Emily
Edlund recorded the victory,
upping her record to 5-3. The 166 win was led by Jill Folland,
Katie Peacock, and Jen
Alberding.
Two days later, the Lady
Lakers swept a double-header
from Olivet College (10-2, 8-0).
The follawing day was more of
the same,as Grand Valley won
two over Hope College (7-1, 9-3).
Senior second baseman Emy
Myers went 3-6, helping the
LadyLakasto two wins. GVSU
pitcherCindy BabyakheldHope

T

to five bits, and earned five
strikeouts. Babyak improved her
record to 9-5 on the season.
Laker head coach Doug Woods
appreciatedbis pitcher's effons.
"Both of our pitchers arereally
doing well for us," said Woods.
"You need your pitchers,
especially since we only have
two, to go out and give you
quality innings each time out So
far, they have tried to do that."
The Lady Lakers had to rally in
the second game, after Hope
scored twice in the first inning.
Grand Valleytook the lead with a
five-run fourth inning. The
victory was led by a triple from
Julie Martin and Heather
Neumeyer (who went 3-6 on the
day).
Grand Valley's five-game
winningstreak cameto an end, as
the Saints from Aquinas College
came to town and took the first
game of the double-header, 3-2.
Aquinas pitcher Kara Tidey shot
down the Lady Lakers' batters.
GVSU pitcher Candy Babyakfell
to 9-6. Neither team bad an extra
base hit during the game.
In the second game, Jen

Alberdinggave the Lakers a 2-0
advantagein the third inningwith
a two-RBIsingle and GVSU held
on for a 3-2 win. GVSU pitcher
Emily Edlund improved to 8-3
with the win for the Lakers.
Woods
was
especially
impressed with the Lakers'

defensiveeffort against Hope.
"We knew going into the
season that playing good defense
was the key to doing well in the
GLIAC," said Woods, whose
team will start conference play
this week. "There was some very
good defense played by both

teams in these two games; we
were fortunateenough to get both
wins out of it."
GVSU travels to Cornerstone
College today for a 3 p.m.
do u b I eh ea de r and hosts
Northwoodon Saturday at I p.m.
at the GVSU softball field.

Labr InfieldersTrilhallannNn(I) MCIEmr
JoMy.n (r) scramblefor the bal, much• they dWfor
of the p,ne. TheLabn sunendend onlyfourrunsIn the two panes, but must readythemseh'ts
for die GUAC
IUIOII,
this WNk. Ptto1oby KristinShotfJ.
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s_tarts .~i~h new p~U~sc,phy,
wins three times in GR
BY C.D: BURGE
SPORTS
EDITOR

.
T

he Grand Valley· Crew
started its spring campaign
with a new emphasis, but
struggled for wins against
Michigan State on the Grand
RiverSaturday.
GVSU, hosting one of three
home regattas this spring, was
only able to take first three times
in 14 races against the larger East
Lansing Crew.
The 'Men's Varsity 8 and two
Men's Varsity 4's took the firstplace victories. Thefirst Varsity
4, consisting of heavyweights
Dave George, Matt LeBlanc,
Dana Schmunck, and Ken Moon
beat MSU by nearly 30 seconds.
Overall, however, VarsityCrew
coach Richard Laurance thought
that things were·still coming into
place, especially for the women.
"Because Michigan State.
didn't really have a Light 8,"
Laurance
explained, ''We
rowed
our
lights against
their
Heavyweight8. It was just giving
people a chance to race, to get out
into the water."
All the women's varsity boats
were handicapped by Suzan
Daoust!s absence, brought on by
illness. Daoust is a veteran rower,
and has medalled several times.
Also, there can be a great
weight disparity between GVSU
and their opponents. Currently,
there is only one heavyweight
rower on the Grand ValleyRoster.
The novice boats were shut out
of first by MSU, although the
Men's Novice 8 ·showed strongly.
They finished ju st over two
seconds behind Michigan State.
The dual-team race marked the
first action of the spring season
for the crew, and showcased the
ream's commitment to 8 boats.
These boats are considered the
major races by college rowing.
"We are rowing 4's primarily to
keep everyone rowing." said
Laurance, who begins his second
year at the helm of GVSU. "We
actually have some size and

weiglit'iiiour Men's Open 8 this
~·
·
.
·
· ..,, ·..;
year, but we're still changing
.·
things around yet."
Dave George, a rower on the
Open boats, agreed with his
coach. "It's been a real work in
progress," he said. "We are still
trying to find the right
combination, but our 8 has
maybe the best potential of any
boat we've had here."
The Varsity 8 boat Saturday
(,'M,,-;*"!,
:.-»u·
consisted of George, LeBlanc,
?'{~:·.;
-...
:.,.,..
,,.,..... ,,,.
:~.:~;
~::.:..·:•
,-,,,
Schmunck, Ken and Ben Moon,
Ryan Quick, Jeff Brecheisen,and
·...
.. ..
returnee Chris C:iamecki .
The Crew will get another
chance to fine-tune things at
-~ ~-:.
home again, where they will host
.· ·····~··· .,...··r:~~Northwestern University at
RiverviewPark in Grand Rapids
Saturday. The regatta is on~ of
GrandValley'sMe·,,•sVarsity
4_boat,strokedby(I to r) MattLeblanc,DaveGeorge,DanaSchmunck,and
KenMoontaketo the wateragalrist
.MJchlpnStateon Saturday.Thefirst Men's4 wasone of threeboats
three home dates for the Crew,
two more than they've ever had in th~ finishedfirstat the RiversideParkraceInGrandRapids.Photoby MandyHei/sr.
this decade.
''We don't know quite what to have a lot of troublewith them in against their Open 8 again."
Invitational, a multi-team regatta
expect from them," said Laurance the fall, but we will probably
The Crew will use the dual race . held in New Jersey in two weeks.
of ·s~turday's race. ''We didn't have to race our light-woinen to prepare for the LeSalle
..
.
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GVSU sweeps Oakland,
improves to 5-0 in GLIAC
• Vinton,Gunderson
at 4-0 whileLakers
continuebeststartin teamhistory
BYMATT
SMITH
STAFFWRITER

fter splitting with.
Madonna earlier in the
week, the Lakers
improvedtheir record to 7-0 in
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (GLIAC)
by
sweeping
Oakland
in
two
U n i ve r s i t y
doubleheaders over the Easter
weekend.
On Wednesday, Madonna
UniversityhandedGrand Valley
only its third loss of the season
with a 8-3 victory.
The Lakers responded in the
second game, as Jon Visserand
Todd Krol each hit hornerunsin
the second inning to_ rally the
Lakers to five runs. Kroll now
has seven home runs.
Grand Valley had 14 hits in
·the second -game, including
Matt Cecil and Shawn Lee's
first home runs of the year.
Matt Thorntonpicked up the
victory for his first win of the
season.
In the first gameof the double
header against Oakland, Grand
Valley had to come back from
behind after being down three
runs in the third inning to win,
4-3.
Getting the Lakers on the
board was Jon Visser, who
scoredoff a Jeff Fox's double to
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get the Lakers within two. The
Lakers continued to rally from
behind, as Keith Bross and
Mike Phillips bit back to back
doubles in the fourth. Dan
Purtee than hit a RBI single to
tie the game at 3-3.
Fox added the winning run,
as he scored on a sacrifice fly
by Matt Gebhardt.
Grand Valley's Pitchers
continued to impress, as Drew
Vinton improved to 4-0 on the
season. He struck out ten and
walked two Oakland hitters.
Fellow
pitcher
Craig
Gunderson picked up the
victory in game two. The
righthander pitched a complete
game, allowingjust four hits in
the contest. Gunderson is now
4-0 on season.
Also in the second game was
Todd Krol's seventh home run
of the season. Mike Cecil had a
base-clearing double that gave
the Lakers enough firepowerto
win 7-2.
The Lakers will face Aquinas
College today in Wyoming
before heading back to Grand
Valley to play Cornerstone on
Friday.
Grand Valleywill then play a
conference
doubleheader
against Gannon on both
Saturdayand Sunday if weather
pennits. The field, however,has
been playable recently.

Trackweathers injuries,sickness at Hope
BYC.D.BURGE
SPORTSEDITOR
he GVSU Outdoor Track
team battled more than
their opponents last week
during Saturday's meet at Hope
College.
The men finished a tough
second, despite not having
athletes. in their normal races.
The women, however, finished
fifth, and -may have a tough
springahead of them if theydon't
get healthy.
Although milers Theresa
Richardson and Gina Reuschel
placed
fifth
and sixth,
respectively,the rest of the team
was hardly there.
Six of the Laker's top women
athletes will be out for the entire
or most of the season, due to a
variety of ailments. Top sprinter
Kelly Driggerswill be redshined
due to a stress fracture,as well as
.Nadine Hafner, and Lindsay Alt.Dawn Schneider, Laurie Furay
will also be Jost for most of the

T

season due to injury.
Add that to the fact that the
athletes helped to host regional
high school meets· at Grand
Valleylast week, and head coach
Bill Friberg was·concerned.
"My kids really helped out,"
said Friberg of the prep meets.
"They had to practice on their
own this week, and that didn't
help us Saturday."
The men fared better against
Hope, taking second place
behind Calvin, which won the
women's side, as well.
The male Lakers were led by
senior KevinElliott, who won the
mile despite not being in his best
event, the 800·meters. Decathlete
Ryan Taylor took second in the
javelin and high jump, plus
founh in the longjump."
Other first-placefinisherswere
the 400-meter relay team, Dave
Sterken in the 400-meterhurdles,
Mike Lints in the javelin, and
Kevin Bloom in the long Jump. ·
Bloom also took second in the
triplejump.

Next wee~, the team will travel
to Aquinas for a similar meet on
Saturday.Six schools attended in
the Hope meet.
ForTaylor and Elliott, they will
travel
to
Mid-American
Conference school Bowling
Green to participate in the
decathlon,and 800, respectively.
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C!CLASSIFIEDS
l.)LUS
rebuilding, allergies, memory
OPPORTUNITY power,
and much morel For
For only $0.1o per word you
can place a Lanthorn classified ad. Call the Lanthom
office at 895-2460, or stop in
to 100 Commons. tf

free brochure call toll-free 1800-745-1535 ext. 05 or write
Natural Health, 65 Lafayette
NE #7, Grand Rapids, Ml
49503 (4-17)

Model Portfolios - for publlca~on, fashion and commercial
work. Photo sessions Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, April 46. Stylist provided.
Call
Classic Images for details451-6160 between 9:00am5:00pm. (4-3)

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPS needed for T-shirt

WAREHOUSE

CREW

Needed for T-shirt distributor to pull and check customer orders. Great spring
and summer job opportunity! Spring Hours: Flexible
start times for part-time
such as 3pm to close or
2pm to close, etc, M-F
(close is usually between
9pm and 11pm). FT hours:
noon-close, M-F. Full ·and
part time summer opportunities as well. We offer:
6.50/hr .,plus earn additional money through our
incentive program, and get
wholesale prices on Tshirts, sweatshirts, and
more! Clean and friendly
work
environment,
no
weekends, great co-workers! Please apply in person . From GVSU go east
(right) on Lake Mich Dr;
North on Covell (left); left at
Walker Ave, left to 2686
Northridge Dr. (Northridge
Dr. is located between 3
and 4 mile rds .) ONE
STOP.EOE (4-10)

distributor
to
answer
phones and take customer
orders. Immediate opportunities for Part-Time. 20.25
hours between noon-7pm,
M-F. We Offer 6.50/hr,
incentive
program,
no
weekends, friendly and
supportive work environment , excellent experience! Part-timers may be
able to pick up extra hours
in the summer, and return
to their part-time hours in
the fall. If you have an
excellent customer service
attitude, please apply in
person: From GVSU go
east (right) on Lake Mich
Dr; North on Covell (left);
left at Walker Ave, left to
Northridge
D~
2686
(Northridge Dr. is located
between 3 and 4 mile rds.)
ONE STOP.EOE (4-10)

SAY GOOD-BYE TO FAT.

ber to Studio One 4317
Curwood S.E., Grand Rapids,
Ml 49508-3505 (4-3)eox····
Hey you! Yeah you! Here Is an
opportunity just for you! Gel
the best new Christian CD to
hit the world! It Is the awesome ...the fantastlc ..CD by
GVSU senior Jason Eller! Get
your copy for only $121
DON'T MISS . OUT on this ·
opportunity! Buy your copy
·now! If Interested, please contact Jason Eller at 892-9398
or Aimee at 895-13961 (4-3)
FUNDAAISEA-Motiv~ted
groups needed to earn $500+
promoting AT&T, Discover ,
gas and retail cards. Since
1969, we've helped thousands
of groups raise the money
they need. Call Gina at
(800)592-2121 x110. Free CD
to qualified callers. (4-3)

SET YOUR OWN HOURSBE YOUR OWN BOSS. This
marketing plan has proven
itself for over 16 years to provide extra income for people
in all walks of life. It has
worked for us and we can
show you how to make it work
for you . Call 616-940-2589 for
additional free information on
how to get started today . (4-

10)

Tbunday,Arll 4, 1997•19
Dell Computer: 386DX-33,
WordPerfect, Windows 3.1,
Works, and Money. Great for
reports. Mint. $395. Canon
printer: BJC-600, retail $500
sell for $150. Perfect condition. 791-9684. (4-3)
For Sale: King Size Waterbed.
Includes boards, liner mattress, and a new heater.
Asking $250 OBO. Call 8925119. (4-10)

.HOUSING
FOR RENT-off campus housing available in Allendale 5
minutes or less from campus.
3 large single family houses, 5
to . 6 bedrooms.
Freshly
cleaned, painted and remodeled. Appliances included .
Available on or before May 15,
1997. Call for more info. 8956873 . (4-3)
Taking summer classes and
need a place to stay? 2 bedroom apartment for rent. 3-5
people. Has patio and volleyball court. 2 minutes from
campus. Call Adrian, Mary, or
Jen for more details at 6694073 . (4-17)
There are still a ·few 4-person
townhouses left! Call Alicia @
892-4727 for info. 64th Street
Townhouses, Allendale .

The industry leader in health
and nutrition is now introducROOMMATE NEEDED: 1
ing PYRUVATE. This is an all
responsible female to share
natural, safe, drug free, effec- INDIAN TRAILS CAMP FOR an apartment for summer
tive way to lose weight and CHILDREN & ADULTS WITH and/or fall. Ottawa Creek Apts.
prevent weight gain. Find out PHYSICAL
DISABILITIES
Interested call Corrie or Jen
how
you
can
increase
Nursing positions: staff at 892-5331. (4-3)
endurance by 20%, have a Indian Trails Camp have the
37% gre~ter Y(eight loss, and opportunity to enhance skills, Needed: 1 or 2 female room48% greater fat loss . PYRU- exercise talents, and share an mates (non-smoker) to take
over lease ASAP! Fillmore
VATE has gone through 27 unforgettable
summer!
Townhouse
is the place. 2
years of clinical research.
Consider joining us! NEEDED:
bedrooms,
1
bathroom and
Scientists at the University of RN'S, LPN'S, GN'S, & student
SAVE MONEY ON TRAVEL! Pittsburgh School of Medicine nurses! June 6-Aug . 16, 1997. 1/2. Rent is $187 .50/mo. plus
Airlines, Hotels, Cruises. more showed that dietary supple- Salary based on experience. utilities. Only 5 minutes from
MAKE MONEYON TRAVEL! mentation with PYAUVATE Newly built ·state of the art" GVSU. If interested please
No-risk
income & Fund increased .fat loss selectively Health Center. (616) 677- call 662-5021. (4-3)
Raising Opportunities Good without an associated loss of 5251. (4-3}
Hello! One or two females
Life Unlimited 887-2120 800- body protein. This exclusive
needed
to take over lease
Record
Label
895-2959 (4-17)
new product is now available Paid
from
May
1- mid August. GVA.
about400<words
/ Pa{ :$10.
Internship: Red Ant Records
Deliver or
your creative RENT A CAR TRUCK OR through our company only. We seeks marketing reps in $155 a month + 1/4 utilities.
piece to The Lanthorn, 100
VAN Weekend specials- must back it 100%. Call toll-free 1- Grand Rapids area who love Call 892-5118 for more inforCommons.
be 19 with major credit card . 800- 745-1535 ext. 05 for the alternative/rock music . 10-20 mation . (4-3}
Advance Rent A Car- 532- product or for product informa- hrs/wk, working directly w/
tion. Let me show you how to
Ads<
the 9100 (4-17)
•0pportur,hies"classification
receive 30% off today . Spend record stores, lifestyle stores ,
may Involvea chargeforphone
FREE T-SHIRT + $1,000 your effort .on something that colleges , artists . Call Rob IMPORTANT!!! Need extra
Ossorio Toll Free 1-888-RED - graduation tickets-(April)! All
calls, .·l>Qold$.ts
. Jnformation,
Credit card fund-raiser for fra- counts-you . (4-17)
COOs;etc. Reply
withcaution. ternities , sororities, & groups .
ANTS. (4-10)
family from out of state!
Any campus organization can MODELS needed for photo
·willing to pay• Please call
raise up to $1,000 by earning layouts. Weekend and sum249-3535 (A.S.A .P) (4-10)
a whopping $5.00NISA appli- mer availability . Long term .
Possible modeling sponsor- Alpine 7805 Auto CD player. 2 It's finally here!! The Lantoon
c·ation . Call 1-800-932-0528
ships
. Females
5'7-5'11,
years old . Purchased for is only one page away. Don't
ext. 65 Qualified callers
We have current information
Males
6'1-6'6.
Must
be
serious
$450.00, asking $250 .00. Call miss out because toilet humor
receive FREET-SHIRT(4-3)
concerning abortion, infantiabout the modeling field . Send Josh during the day at the is only funny once .
cide,
assisted
suicide,
Attention Grand Valley photo along with pertinent Lanthorn office 895-2460 or at
euthanasia, adoption, and
entrepreneurs:are you seri- information and phone num- home 837-5949 . (4- 17)
Crisis Pregnancy Centers.
ous about making money? No
Contact: Right to Life of
ToPElevenAPril Foors Dav Pranks:
buying or selling products , no
Holland
Area,
100 S .
competition, be the first one at
Hide the Sausaie
II.
Waverty Rd., Holland, Ml. ,
Grand Valley. Phone (415)
Closethe RedBarn
10.
49423 . Phone 396-1037
273-3989 for more info., then
TeHyour boY1riendyou're preanant
9.
Our
Website:
http ://
phone Tom at (616} 399-3136 .
Shaveyour Pubichair and elue it to YOurroommate'schin while he
8.
www.rtl.org
E-mail :
(4-3)
SleePS,
info@rtl.org (4-17)
Peeon the seat
7.

HELPWANTED

send
.

=~~~:=::r

ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR SALE

ATTENTION

For all those who send complaints , opinions and concerns
to friends through e-mail, send
them to someone who can
help you make a difference .
The Lanthorn wants to hear
from you. Please call Robin at
895-2464 .

NaturalHealthand You. New
vision , an industry leader in
natural health has developed
products that produce powerful results on your health,
mind , and body in a safe
100% natural way : Weight
loss, i ncreased energy , body

6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
I.

TeHyour Parentsyou are not on drues
HaveYOUrroommate'scar towed
RePlaceYOurroommate'sweedwith oruano and watchhim eet stoned
Throw a Partywith a kea of o·ooules
Ask the jerk out, then don't show UP
TeHHiUS YOUthink he's crazyseXYCOOI

The Lanthorn·sToPElevenlists are intendedto be funnY. I learnedit from
watchin£ You. dad.
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' tastes
·~ like toe-jam.

.; Down: Wild Irish Rose? It
: ·~hould be Wild Irish Ass. Would
' you like a Guinness or some Wild
~- Irish Rose? When your beer costs
{ ·as much as a .bottle of wine, what
does that say?
'.. · · Mad Dog:
The luck of the
~ Irish isn't with us on this one.
. Buttkrak:
The lint i ·
\· girlfriend's bel_ly~~.·
·t.better than this· ·
·; · ' Ron:
,._
-B.

,r'

of crappy. It's real bad stuff.
face is red.
Nighttrain: A real strong purple
Buttkrak: Hey Marty, you want
Kool-Aid.
fries with that sip?
Buttkrak: Reminds me of
Down : Please pass the
Twisted Sister. Sisted Twister.
_ketchup.
Nighttrain : Assist by Steve
Ron: The only hope I have with
this wine is that my girlfnend's
drinking a whole box
B

It

.
0

·ur ·stci'ry. takes place at
Morning
Wood
Apartments; room 34-D
e
cup. It is the evening of April 1st
ut the sh*t in their mouth
and all is well in the Hash Alley
spit it out because drinking
Community. Our winos are
y
impairs
your ability to judge.
enjoying an evening of fin
.iso
it's
kind
of retarded for us to
hockey
wines,
swallow
it.
But
what the hell? It'
hallucinations. This week ,.
Boone's.
It
tastes
like Kool-Aid.
winos arenone other than
Down: Even though I'm not
"Nighttrain" Washburn, h ·
drinking any of this, I remember
beat that kiddy pornrap,...,
'*i%
~Jld . They had that English guy
"Mad Dog" Sims,
a
on and say, "It's Boone's
ride over Niag
}~~- ~:
Creek Berry,' flavored
quarter barrel, .
If , pe wine product. · The most
Bowenarrow,
'htful, delicious blend to ever
fighting that out of the fine hills of
warts. Also
_' .:,°«, ia. The most delicious to be
·"· --~· . It's totally delicious and
"Ron" Jeremy,
an impress anybody with
still chasing th
these years, S
d Dog:
Gimme the
fresh out of j ·
I'll finish it off.
over the loss
.,., · wn: "After a long hard day
Jerome, and last
,~'*'·'
J;~
Ravine Monster fighting,
Bubba "Buttkrak
.,;Jf? th.mg goes down quue
. 1I·ke
is still paying off
J;if~o
ruining the sewer syste «· . er Boone's 'Snow Creek Berry.'
eating at the vertical TacclJiell . Mm mm good."
They will be reviewing sole of
Nigbttrain: Carbonated wine?
Buttkrak:
Hey, we better
the finest wines ever tasut,)iere
save some of this because we're
in Hash Alley. Let the ~s
j
going to need something to drink
begin.....
tomorrow when we have hangBoone's''SnowCreek
overs.
vear·
1,._
W.·@
II
,
771
";\'-"
Mad Dog: 1997 was a~
Richard's Wild Irish Rose
year for Boone's ;.,.*i';,~·.
:::«
""1:
-~,.,,,J/1;;;;,
:red"
Berry." It's especi~ '
.,,~f;.,,,:#fl
Mad Dog:
De I i c i o us
ice.
"'t:s;:
,=:i,;,.,;x
· .,.J·SiN'' '100% grape wine? I'd rather
..
sucks. &@
Nighttrain: Tim's spilling this drink Drano.
sh*t already.
Ron: I know it's true that those
Ron:
Buttkra.k: I've .tasted better wine-makers mashed this sh*t ass lips. ' fi '1:7" ~···
two-day-oldskunk keg beer.
with their feet because this stuff
Nighttrain: Damn, everyone's
·

cs.·.,
.~-;.(

NI' .

e,

!lli
11,"Y"

Toa;t·~
-

Buttkrak: It's not bad. It's kind

Pres. Dan Flubbers

Student organization
advisercaught red-handed becomesfirst human to be cloned
BY CHOCOLATEMEI.TIN

a-;tweek, Harry Belly,The
Lantoon adviser was
caught red-handed by
L.antoonstaff members. pilfering
Cheezits and Bazooka Bubble
Gum from The Lantoon office.
Stinking of Miller Lite, Belly
wa~ found in the executive office
by Half a Million. shoving
Cheezits into his mouth with one
hand while pack.ing his pockets
with Bazooka.
"I didn't know what to do...
-said Half a \1illion "l didn't
know if I should Jump him and
beat his brains out. or if I should
call Hash Alley police...
Half a Million proceded to
pounce on Belly, wrestling him
to the ground.Belly was knocked
unconcious,
anddraggedto The

L

Lantoon safe where Half a
Million attempted to stuff him
inside. However. Belly's cowboy
boots would not fit inside the
safe.
"I tried real hard to get him in
that safe. but either he was just
too fat or it was those cheesy
boots," explained Half a Million.

Half a Million left Belly lying
on the tloor of the executive
office until Hash Alley police
;1nived to make an arrest.
Belly 1s aho ,uspected of
kidnapping a student and
coercing the individual into
doing "personal" favors in
exchange for passing grades. No
arrests or warrants have yet been
made in this matter.

Belly is being held without
bail, or MillerLite.

formswild reggaeband, namesit Lubbldo
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"'e :/Great···
Buirgeron,Returnst
.,r·

. ~

.

.

.

o~. _-__
o young one, that
tJJe·Great Burgeron has
.
turned · from
the
. iinJ>#.le
of Hash Alley
· State . University.I have come
great le~gtbs to predict and
foretell:,ihat;which ,affectsthis
mstituti~n
or_'higberlearmng.,My
price is:~~rino~. _but0~ of
grem,
sacrifice:
•Copiinops
,food.·-~
·l ·r~ciive tiu,·glorious
payment/ I
once again·retire
to
humble abode in the great
ravine,,-~ not tty to seek my
wisdom there;it is only for the
Lantoon .that I can.impart such
kn9wledge upon thelearned.
J>ay_attenti9n, now, my.friends.
Wherislast yearI predicted
new
buildings
for thestudents atHash
Alley- -this ·yearI will foretell
those.sites that the univ~rsitywill
expand to in the coming years.
Taite heed, young one, you
"I comehm the GreatRavine
to spreadtheword
ofthe·future.
be'a part of this expansion.
I predict the Buchanan
Brigadewillbe the next"Huven•sGate."

ravines

my

wili

will

January,2012:Antarctica
HASU announces the opening
of its Takaoutuccampus nearthe
R0$s Ice Shelf in the world's
least-populatedcontinent. "Since
the winters are very comparable,"
said HASU President Everyone
Lovesus,"it was only natural that
our NaturalResources program
has somewhere to participate in
real-life training." Commuter
pianes wiJJrun Monday-Friday.

July,2020: Mame
In cooperation with area
trustees,
the
university
establishesa campus in the leastpopulatedplace on any continent.
Although no one will ever use
this campus, rumors of it being
used as a Michigan Militia
meeting house run rampant for
years.
September, 2036: Orange

County,California
The continuing quest of Hash
Alley to land campuses in the
most conservative locales in the
country continues with a new
campus in the only cou1'ty more
Republican than Ottawa County.
When queried as to why there
would be a campus in California,
HASU president Gym Class
replied, "We're not really that
Republican,but it is nice to have
political support." No one
questions how political support
in the WestCoast state could help

BY C.S. 8URGERON
STAFF TROUBLEMAKER

n the midst of recent
speculation on leaving the
university for a more
lucrative job, GVSU head
basketball coach Pay Smyth
shocked
nearly
everyone
Monday.
He took the job as the head
coach of
the
Michigan
Wolverines. Not as the hoops
coach,but as their football coach.
The announcement came at
Monday's press conference, and
absolutely floored the press in
attendance,including the GVSU
Athletic Department. Smyth has
been sought after by many

I

Michigan political agendas.

March,2035:Big Rapids
A large-scale takeover of the
former Ferris State begins when
the State of Michigan disbands
the university after the entering
GPA of the school falls to a
national record-low of 1.2.
HASU immediately takes over
the campus, and as a result, over
half of the Bulldog football team
is
immediately
declared
ineligible.
August, 2049: Kingston,

from -the University of Mars,
anyway.

December,2078:Newberry
Because of a late I990's
column written by C.D. Burge, a

campus is opened in the Upper
Peninusla, the last known place
in the world where glass-bottled·
pop is . available. With the
demand being so great, miJlions
of Lower Peninsula flock to the
campus, leaving the Allendale
campus to be known as
"Yooperville." The school then
England
officiallychanges their nickname
In a revolutionarymove, a new from Lakers to Packers.
campus in England is opened to
January,2112:UnitedStates
both American and English
Due to skyrocketing tuition
students. Trouble sets in, prices and teleportation, Hash
however, when the International Alley officiallybecomes the first
Affairs office begins to send university to go entirely
current American
HASU commuter. Anyone now can
students back to Michigan for an access HASU at any of the 2000
exchange program. Students locations across the world.
enjoy experience, but remain Students still complain about
baffled as to why they were sent lack of teleporter parking,
however.
back home.
June,2067:The Moon
So these are the predictions of
Space Station HASU opens up the Great Burgeron. Know them,
to a large thoroughfare in the memorize them, and be ready
spring of '67. The idea of a full when the time comes. I will once
functioning space campus for again becomeavailable when the
intergalactic study impresses the need arises, or I run out of the
alumni and faculty alike. It wonderful commons food found
especially impresses the Student only at HASU.
As always, there will be
Senate, who had always said that
the Board of Control must be change.if only one is ready for it.

universities after his successful
'96-'97 campaign, but no one
knew that the former Michigan
basketball coach was even in the
running for the footballjob.
"They made me an offer I
couldn't refuse," said Smyth,
who was entertainingoffers from
Central Michigan, Ohio, Duke,
San Jose State, and the
University of Marne. "I have
been coaching basketball all my
life, but I know that if I hire the
right people, the sky's the limit in
football."
No comment was made by
current Wolverine football coach
Lloyd Carr. but Michigan
basketball coach Steve Fisher
gave his endorsement.

"What?" said Fisher while on
the phone with Bobby Knight.
"Neal Reed would be fine... Oh.
Pay Smyth? Yeah. he'll do fine
with what he's doing. Now about
the other four players, coach..."
Smyth formerly coached at
Michigan under Fisher. and
played at Saginaw Valley State
University.As to how much he'll
know about coaching football.
that remains to be seen.
"We're surprised. but glad for
Pay," said Grand ValleyAthletic
DirectorSlim Seldom."We knew
that he'd be in a position to go to
a bigger program, but as for this
football thing. we can only just
wish him the best."
Smyth will try to improve a

program that can't seem to win a
bowl game to save their life. With
Grand Valley,the coach broughta
GLIAC title to the school. He
will try to score a Big Ten crown
for Michigan.
"Consideringthat they couldn't
beat Purdue," explained Smyth.
"we're going to schedule all
MAC and MIFC schools. I'm
sure that enough games against
Northwood. Akron, and Wayne
State should give us a good
record for next year."
Now that Smyth has been
hired, Carr is still in limbo as to
what his job will now entail. He
is reportedly being sought by
GVSU to fill the school's
basketballvoid.

As for players, many of the
current Wolverine football
players were delighted at the
prospect of Smyth comingto Ann
Arbor. News of his hiring has
even reached East Lansing.
"I want to play football for
him," said Michigan State
freshman
basketball
star
Moregreen Cleaver. "I just can't
seem to smoke enough crack at
Lansing. I need to be closer 10
Flint for my weekendsmoking."
Tenns of the contract were not
announced,but the entire athletic
department at Michigan was
immediately entered
into
voluntary electro-shcocktherapy.
Interviews for the HASU
bai;ketball job will begin next
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This

has. been one . of the .most .•<ijfficuli, grµeling,
ungratefuland unapprec;iativ,~
years·of our lives: We have
slaved, bled and.fought toothand·nail to give you this
newspaper,and all you people do is sit back and V.:hine
about every little spellingmistake, every single ~ventwe
happenednot to cover, and for running_Haff letters every
week.
Well, you know what? It's our t1,1mto spout off now
and we want to say to our loving readership, "Screw
You!"
You may complain about what we put in this rag, but_
we are in control,not you people.This is really our paper,.
not yours, as much as you'd like to believe.that the latter
is really true. But we arein commandhere, not you! After
all, if you arereading this columnright now,we have you·
in our power.You are in our control. You have dropped
everythingthat you were doingjust to read this.
for you! Gather around
Guesswhat?We have a Slµ'J)rise
boys and girls,we have a tale to tell you. We have decided
(yeah, we actually' bandedtogetherjust once this year) to
not put out a paper for you ungrateful people anymore
this year...afterApril 17that is. Yeah,you heard it straight
from the camel's mouth: no more Lan.thorn!
Now you won't have anything to complain about
anymore.You won't have to pick up the paper and get
pissed off at us anymore. We don't need your crappy
attitudes,and we don't need you!
So what do you say about that, huh? I bet you're trying
to figure out what you're goingto do now,huh? Well, for
once, we're not going to tell you what you shoulddo. You
can write to Dear Dumb Ass, or whine to Student Senate,
or send us threateninge-mail messages,but we just don't
care anymore! We've had enough of you and your
comments, your sarcasm, and your criticism, so screw
you!

Pin
Pals
from
lefttorijht;FndJeremy,
Ma,:ty
Washburn;
.·V(iji,e
·~~ OnicN'SimsandSkipTown
BYCRAVEN
MOREHEADD
STAFFNYMPHOMANIAC

With a strict diet, plenty of
exercise, and hours watching
film, the Pin Pals took home the
title in the annual Student
Appreciation
Bowling
Tournament.
"I was worried at the
beginning; my guys had never
been in the presence of so many
great athletes before," noted
coach/guru Bubba "Buttcrack"
Laidmers. 'They looked to be a
little intimidated;I didn't know if
they were going to get it going."
The Pin Pals quiclclyassumed
the position, but they were used
to coming from behind.
The turning point came in the
third frame of the first game
when the girls on the next lane
started trash talking.
A scuffle then ensued leaving
team members Chuck Sims and
Wayne Bowenarrow bloodied,
but focused.
"Those girls came to fight, I
know that the investigationwill
prove that none of my guys
provokedthem," Buttcracksaid.

The team used this as a rally
cry and soon were tearing up the
lanes with the help of Marty
Washburn.
The Pin Pals captaintook home
high gamehonorsrolling a 2 I 8 in
the first game.
"Marty really came through for
us. I knew he was going to
perform well from the way he
smoked that pound of pot before
we got out of the motorhome,"
team memberFred "Ron" Jeremy
assessed.
The entire team had been in
seclusion for the four weeks
preceeding the competition,
completing their
training
regimens, and smoking the
remainingcrack.
"Trainingwashell, somedays I
was unconsciousfor hours and I
didn't know why my pants were
off," Skip "Cadillac"Townsaid.
The team training consisted of
eating five pounds of red meat
each, bonging 8 Star Whiskey,
skeet shooting, and viewing at
least seven pornos daily.
Everyone had to stick to the
program, with the exception of
Sims.

"Chuck had a special regemin
of select cigars, cheeseburgers,
and fine malt liquors due to the
quintuple bypass surgery he just
bad," Buttcrack added. "He was
all plugged up last time, I'm not
quite sure what did it, but them
damn doctors seem to think it's
what he's been eating."
The victoryhas allowedthe Pin
Pals to relax and enjoy the spoils
of winning.
Right now the team is
entertaining offers to make their
story into a made for T.V. movie.
"I'd really like Gary Coleman
to portray my character in the
movie, I really think he can relate
to what I've been through,'.'said
Marty.
As far as future plans are
concernedthe team plans to stick
together to make another run at
next year's crown, but right now
they're thinking of joining the
Lithuanian Womens Bowling
Association.
"I'd really like to get a chance
to compete against those girls
again," Bowenarrow stated.
"During the struggle, I almost
touched one of their butts.'"
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POLICE BEATINGS

Suspect
confused, so are the cops.
Special ·· Investigator called.
Suspect released. CaseClosed.
4/1/97
Suspicious Activity, Slackoff
Center. Student workers found
working instead of playing pool.
Students declined comment and
raced off in a HASU owned
truck. Caseskunlced.

Aquarius.
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you roomates feces.
· (Aug. 23-SepL 22)
Gemigj,,/ ~~:·.~--.,
Vll'gomeans virgin. You aren't
(Jan. 20-Feb.18)
gonna get any today.
Today you sboud not get out of
Libra
bed. If you have any pe~ tber ( ~'1 Ii~~ -_,t~ ,~_9u, ,fearless
have no chance of making It
~~~
eit?~~s why
(Sept 23~~ 22)
.
through the week. Try to fellate ,' ~n~
a,mr..'freeze
·ts~e best
Go to the chmc today. Th~ girl
yourself.
i iW11y
/ · <" iir ~ . ':,_q>mmit you met downtown last night
Pisces
\
/{ '. Stand; jip ~ . ·
didn't tell you evenhing.
<'.~"
·. ~
Scorpio
(Feb.19-Marcb 20)
That paper that you have been
:'.·
~ pain'tuf* ·t
(Oct. 23- Nov. 21)
working on for you capston~\
Return those pornos to the
going to be lost forever when die Jc_
~-;/~ideo store · today as your late
/ .:· ',
"fWfees are surpassing your credit
network crashes. Spark a oo,i1,
·
_anng .,. .
i k\f/limit. And don't you think it's
call your mom and laugh. ,'.· · 'ha
Aries
·
.·
.,:-J[f time you cleaned your blow-up
. .<' ~Y: i~ ;~'
(je>~alltM \~y~1 ~:,::;::
~oll?
.
(March 21-April ~ 9) .•
Today an annoying girl will , yfpe ~ ..Net~odc and , ~t~ . ·/::Saglttanus
copy off of your exam ll!Jd gei)i '.~~ -~r Stroh'sLight. .. >
J.N,ov.22- _Dec.21)
you both thrown out of the~_l¥s -'. ·:
Today. will show_ you how
·.•·• • ~~:P.9
.;;~
prun can be invoked by
Remain calm and give her }JlU..Y '~!~!23-Aug. 22)
twister.
AN,
Stay away from alcohol today. s1mpJet,voodoo dolls. Take off
Taurus
jJi ..YJt don't want you to end) y; . yoJ.tJj~ls Alice.
.
nik~d \ ~od hog-tied .qri::'.:'.
the
(April 20-May 20) ,.,
Your patience will be stre·IBhea Lan_roo1i
'.·~ce,s ·_,
, 1~~-~pus
'\ J~ / 22-Jan.19)
to the limit today by a butt-ugly Judiciary won! JUsf-~ve you a
Today blueballs will be the
member of the opposite sex. The slap on the peter for your second l~as1of your worries. Run and
hide from your own personal
phone calls will never cease. offense.
Today will be a good day to eat
Virgo
evil.
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Question of the week:
Why did the chicken cross the road?
uaecauseit's
warmer on the
other side."

"The U.P was over
there."

Brian Mathiews
Freshman

JeremyHeinonen
Sophomore

io run away from

"To get off
campus."
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Danonte Scott
Sophomore
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KirstenHarder

Sophomore
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AfiSAULT
HUNTS
BY MARTYWASHBURN
SLAVE TO THE RHYTHM

ive students formed the Assault
Rifle Association (ARC) last month
asthe answer to complaints from the
Hash Alley State University student body
about a monster in the ravine that kills and
injures students and faculty.
"I was walking on the bridge to the
Commons last Tuesday with this chick
who was totally coming on to me when I
first saw the monster," said Tom Murphy,
president of the ARC.
"She had a kick-ass body and I wasn't
doing nothing when she just started getting
all over me.
"Anyway," continued Murphy as he
downs the rest of his bottle of Keystone,
"This big rabbit looking thing jumped onto
the bridge and ate the chick I was with. It
was tripped-out, man.
"So I wrestled with him for a while. I

F

RIFLE

RAVINE
had him laid out for a couple of minutes
but I had to scratch myself, you know how
that goes, and that's how he got away."
Other
students
voiced similar
complaints.
Stephanie Holmstrom, freshman, lost
both her arms and one leg to_the monster
last week, but not without a 30-hour
marathon fight.
"My friend Sarah Kocur was with me
and she had him in a headlock and I was
kicking him in the gut," said Holmstrom.
"We saw the sun set and rise during this
fight. And just when I thought he was
knocked-out he bit me and took a couple
of limbs.
"Sarah busted a couple of her teeth in
the tangle too."
Steve Shanahan, senior, was out with his
horse, Pebbles, when he encountered the
Beast.
"I was riding over the bridge," said
Shanahan. "When the monster reared his
head below the guard rail.

CLUB

MONSTER

"So I got out my lasso and threw it
around his head but he turned out to be far
stronger than I thought.
"He yanked me off my horse and threw
me head first into the stream.
"Luckily, he tripped on the way down
into the ravine and I made my get-a-way.
But he ate Pebbles.
"The ARC will get him though. I
thoroughly suppon them in their effort to
kill the monster."
The ARC currently fights with student
senate over funding for their club.
"We need more guns," said Murphy.
"We ain't got no chance against the bastard
(Ravine Monster) if we ain't got no guns."
Gym Class, president of student senate,
said the money they requested is tied up in
food for senate committees.
"We can't have our committees going
hungry," said Class. "We must eat. A
siarving senate is no good for HASU."
"I don't know what we're going to do at
our meetings now without any funds," said

.......

Murphy."We' re out of beer and cigarenes.
"Hale Vernon down at the Quick Mart
was hooking us up with the goods for
awhile, but his manager caught him
stealing pornos and Harley magazines and
fired him.
"He's collecting unemployment now
and living with his mom."
Steve McCarty, vice president of the
ARC, says he was so frustrated last night
that he beat up his overweight wife.
"I asked her for a beer," said McCarty.
"and the bitch said we didn't have none.

"So I drilled her in the mouth and broke
her jaw. That' II teach her."
The ARC nears the end of its rope.
"The only thing we have left is a ti1e
gallon lank of gas and the guys are gettin[:
sick of huffing it," said Murphy.
"What Gym Class don' t realize is that
we got guns and we ain'1 afraid to u~e
them on nobody."
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